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The age into which Samuel Daniel was born was destined
to become one of the most productive and significant periods
in English letters; it was the age of William Shakespeare,
Christopher Marlowe, and Sir Philip Sidney--the Elizabethan
Age. Though not as passionate and turbulent as his associates,
Daniel's quiet and unobtrusive voice was one that was heard
and was noted by both his contemporaries and later scholars.
Within all of the genres that Daniel utilized, one of
his most characteristic qualities is the purity of his language.
Since the Elizabethan Age critics have recognized this trait
in his work. His contemporaries commended the purity of his
diction. Some of Daniel's contemporaries found his language
flat and unemotional, unlike the passion-charged poetry of many
of his associates, and better fitted to prose; however, more
recent critics believe this prusaism is caused by preciseness
and axactness with the language.
Though the purity of his language is widely recognized,
it is rarely evident what is meant by it. In this study the
concept of the purity of his language will encompass several
different aspects of Daniel's work. First it will mean an
investiLation of his command of language; Daniel seemingly




fondness for common words over colorful and often archaic
words--and his style, flat and prosaic, will be examined.
Another aspect of his use of language includes his use of
imagery, or as Cecil Seronsy in ":ell-Languaged Daniel: A
Reconsideration" says, his la6: of imagery,1 and his affinity
for abstract and muted images, especially in his maturer works.
In addition to imagery, his use of rhyme--he often uses weak
or approximate rhyme to indicate the mood of calmness and
thoughtfulness and to emphasize the sweetness of sounds--and
his selection of alternate rhyme in nearly all his poems will
be investigated. Some of Daniel's identifying habits, such
as his use of oxymoron and paronomasia, will also be examined
in relation to his purity of language. Still another facet
of his use of language will be his utilization of connecti,!es;
he uses so many relative pronouns, conjunctions, and repeated
or near-repeated lines that many critics think one must read
his work as though it were one large unit connected by several
links. Finally, his purity of lan7uage will be studied in
light of the revisions he made. Daniel, who was a constant
reviser, changed his punctuation, eliminating that which was
unnecessary and de-emphasizing it where possible in order to
give his work more unity, and replaced many of his earlier
feminine endings.
An investigation of Daniel's use of literary conventions
will provide a second criterion for the evaluation of his
I
Cecil Seronsy, "Well-Languaged Daniel: A Reconsidera-tion," Nodern Language Review, LIT (October, 1957), 490.C7Oreinafter referred to a-S---11 11-Languaged Daniel").
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literary importance. Many of Daniel's ideas coincide with
those of the Elizabethan tradition, such as his concern for
virtue and/or the transience of beauty; however the way he
maneuvers these ideas is not always in keeping with that
tradition. To many of the motifs Daniel added his own inno-
vations. Some of the most dominate themes in Daniel's work
are these: the effects of time as a destroyer of physical
beauty and material objects, variations of the carpe diem
theme, praise of virtuous qualities in men and women, emphasis
on the power of knowledge as in "Musophilus" (1599), ability
of verse to immortalize, glorification of England and the
English language, and the plague of recurring errors. All of
these themes appear in Daniel's work: often many are in one
work.
Another criterion in evaluating the literary importance
of Daniel is the examination of the way he uses the various
genres. For instance, in the "Delia" (1592) sonnet sequence,
one of Daniel's earliest and most widely read pieces, the
conventional Petrarchan love themes are utilized; however the
situations and emotions, in keeping with Daniel's own person-
ality, are refined beyond that of nearly all other Elizabethan
writers. A survey of these love themes and the way in which
they are used will be provided in a later chapter. In the
employment of the Ovidian complaint, Daniel makes some signifi-
cant innovations as well as some didactic comments on the
nature of morality. Another poetic form in which Daniel does
a considerable amount of moralizing, as Martha H. Shackford
has demonstrated in "Samuel Daniel's Poetical Epistles," is in
the epistle. Shackford shows that not only does he use it for
moralizinr„ but also to give intellectual descriptions of the
people to whom the epistles are written, an in "To Lady Ann
Clifford" (1603) and "To Lord !'ountjoy, Earl of Southampton"
(1603).2 Daniel, who is believed by C.S. Lewis in Enrlish 
Literature in the Sixteenth Century - Excluding Drama to be
a rather truthful historian as well as poet because of his
habit of adding little rore to the history than moral
3
speeches, employs his epic "The Civil Wars" (1594-1609) to
record and to document English history and to make moral and
ethical comments to his readers. Lis Senecan draras, drama
probably being his weakest genre, are significant mainly
because of character developrent and because of their presen-
tation of his historical view. His pastoral dramas, in keep-
ing with many of the other Elizabethan pastorals, are
primarily concerned with decoration and spectacle; however
Hymen's Triumph (1615), one of his best, has been cited for
its beautiful verse. Daniel's critical work A Defence of
Ryme (1602), classical in its form and argument, according to
Yarsue 1. Johnson in "The Well-Rimed Daniel: An Examination
of 'Delia' and a 'Defence of _,'" not only is a well-written
2 artha H. Shackford, "Samuel Daniel's Poetical Epistles,"
Studies in Philolcy-v, XLV (1948), 189.
3
C.S. Lewis, Enrlish Literature in the Sixteenth Century -
Excludinr Drama (Oxford, 1944), D. 526. (hereinafter referred
to as :n:11sh Literature).
S
and rousing treatise but also a significant Renaissance critical
document and a statercnt of lasting importance on the nature
of poetry.
4
An investigation of the literary conventions and an
evaluation of the way they are employed by Daniel will help to
provide some indication of his literary importance. To
examine the traditional conventions he uses will, to some
degree, indicate where Daniel fits into the literary society
of the Elizabethan Age. A study of some of his innovations
and a few of his distinctive ways of using traditional motifs
will help to demonstrate his overall importance to literature.
Daniel, a quiet and reserved gentleman and writer, has
been overlooked as a literary figure important to his age and
to the entire scope of literature. The study of these areas--
the purity of his language and his use of literary conventions
and genres--will be the criterion for an evaluation of his
importance and will, perhaps, provide the key which will unlock
the door to Daniel's place in literature.
Little is known of Daniel's early life. He was born in
1562, in the early stages of Elizabeth's reign, in Somerset-
shire and lived until 1619. Though there is a large void in
the early background of Daniel, sore critics believe that he
was the son of a music master and that this exposure to harmony
and to rhythm aided in preparing his mind for poetry. This
I:arsue I. Johnson, "The \e11-Rimed Daniel: An Exami-
nation of 'Lelia' an a 'Defence of Rye'" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Arkansas, 1965), p. 77. (Herein-
after referred to
6
may or may not be true; however Daniel's younger brother John
did become a musician and composer of some relevance.
Significant knowledge of Daniel's life begins in 1581
when on November 17 he matriculated at Magdalen Hall (now
Hertford College), Oxford University. While at Oxford, the
already quiet and reserved Daniel was probably exposed to
people and ideas which not only affected his work but also
his life and. his personality. One of these influential
persons was John Florio, an instructor of Latin at Oxford who
was, perhaps, Daniel's brother-in-law. In 1582 Florio
published a group of Latin proverbs entitled "Giardino de
recreatione" which contained some short, playful Latin verses
by Daniel, indicated by Cecil Seronsy in Samuel Daniel to be
his earliest published work.
5
Another person, though greatly
different in personality from Daniel, whom the author came
to know was Giardino Bruno, the vehement Italian humanist and
philosopher, who lectured at Oxford in 1583.
6
From him Daniel
possibly learned his earliest philosophical concepts. These
early associations indicate an interest in languages and in
Renaissance philosophy and possibly explain his early interest
in translations of Italian literature.
Although he apparently had a deep interest in the study
of history, as is evidenced by its dominating appearance in
many of his works, Daniel, as is noted by Anthony a - Wood in
Athenae Oxonienais, did not seem to enjoy the arCuous study
5Cecil Seronsy, Samuel Daniel (New York, 1967), p. 14.
6Ibid._
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tasks of Oxford. Wood indicates why Daniel left school by
1582 or 1583:
He ganiel7 continued about three years,and improved himself much in academical learning,by the benefit of an excellent tutor. But hisgeny being more prone to easier and smootherstudies, than in picking and hewing at logic, heLeft the university without the honour of adegree, and exercised it much in English historyand netry, of which he then gave several speci-mens./
In the years just prior to his announcing himself to the
world as a poet, most critics agree--though there is little
evidence--that Daniel travelled in France and Italy. The
importance of these sojourns on a young man of poetic tempera-
ment can only be envisioned when one realizes that these two
areas were, at this time, producing many of the models and much
of the material for English poets. Influences from these
two sources continually enter into the work of Daniel. Joan
Rees, in Samuel Daniel: A Critical and Biographical Study,
indicates that he appears to have used the French influences
(specifically Desportes and du Bellay) in his earlier work,
particularly in the sonnets and in the drama, and that the
Italian influence (specifically Petrarch, Tasso, Tonsillo, and
Gaurini) appear early and continue into his later writing.
8
During his travels, Daniel was probably stimulated by direct
7Anthony - Wood, Athenae Oxoniensis, ed. by PhilipBliss (4 vols.; London: F.C. and J. Rivington, 1813), II,p. 268. As cited in The Complete Poetry and Prose of Samuel Daniel, ed. by Alexander Grosart-TS vols.; New York, 1963),1, p. iv.
8Joan Rees SarAiel Daniel: A Critical and e'BioranhicalStudy (Liverpool, L:nrlanca, 272-2-3:—(ierelnafterreferred to as Samuel Daniel).
association and conversation with his French and Italian
contemporaries. Thcugh the influences are present, it must
be understood now, as will be indicated more thoroughly in
later chapters, that Daniel was not a mere imitator of
foreign models.
When Daniel returned from travelling, his poetic mood
had matured so that it needed only direction and inspiration
before blooming into production. In about 1592 Daniel found
in Mary, Countess of Pembroke, sister of Sir Philip Sidney,
the guidance and promotion that was to launch him on his
literary career. While in her company and that of her friends,
a society later called the Pembroke or Wilton circle, Daniel
likely absorbed more literary influences and ideas; moreover,
as John Buxton in Sir Philip Sidney  and the English Renaissance,
cites, he matured more in mind and personality.9 His conserva-
tive and restrained qualities, which typify his verse, must
have appealed to his admirers, for he, in later life, was
rarely without a highranking patron. A.H. Bullen, in
Elizabethans, conjectures that Daniel, who lacked the turbu-
lence and passion of many of the Elizabethan writers, had the
gentle and easy spirit which allowed him to get aid from his
powerful friends (and probably prevented him from offending
-John Buxton, Sir Philip Sidney and the English Renais-
sance (New York, 1966), pp. 191-192. (Hereinafter referred to
as Sir Philip Sidney). Buxton also notes that though Sidney
was probably absent from the circle, his sister continued his
work in English poetry; therefore Daniel had ample opportunity
to be influenced by Sidney. He believes Daniel, instead of
learning verse forms and styles from SidnEy, learned broad-
minded independence and experimentation with poetry instead of
beinr; content to follow previous poetic (xerples. See pp. 191-
192 for further explication.
0
them) and cempted him from :any of the woes of other
writers.
10
Daniel's thought corresponCs to his easiness,gentle-
ness, and cairness; however he maintains beneath this
relaxed and dignified front a slight, but continuous, strain
of pessimism. Daniel's thought can be described by dividing
it into four categories: he is a conservative thinker who
has a deep respect for the past, especially the Middle Ages
(an age usually scorned by the Elizabethans), a regard for
order in politics, art, life, or any other area, and a hope-
fulness for the future; he is a patriot who demonstrates an
affection for England (much of his work deals with its history)
and for the English language, a facet of his philosophy easily
demonstrated in his A Defence of Ryre; he displays a nobility
of character and of thought in his unobtrusiveness as a poet
and a thinker and in his deep love of knowledge ("Eusophilus"
is a poem which debates the power of knowledge); and he is a
humanist, in the Renaissance tradition, with a deep respect
for human virtues and dignity.
The strain of pessimism which enters much of Daniel's
work cores from his view of history, a view present in his
non-historical as well as his historical verse. As William
Blisset in "Samuel Daniel's Sense of the Past" explains, he
has a "sense of the past, its opportunities and pitfalls, the
lessons for the present, it place in the continuity of
10




In "The Doctrine of Recurrence and Some Related
Ideas in the Works of Samuel Dan. ," Cecil Seronsy explains
Daniel's historical philosophy in terms of the classical, but
i_pular, cycle of recurrence, a theory familiar to many
Elizabethans because of the work of two popular French
historians Jean Bodkin and Louis LeRoy. The cyclic theory,
in its simplest sense, means that the new is repetition of the
old; therefore there can never be any real improvement or
progress. As Daniel uses it, it appears that he believes God
is ultimately in control; however he sometimes allows man to
take charge, thus the cycle of good an, evil, progress and
decay. Since this happens continually, man can only improve
on his potential for learning, he cannot ultimately improve
his potential, thus a strain of pessimism. Daniel, however,
is not wholly pessimistic, for he believes that, though men
cannot have ultimate progress, he can improve the cycle by
learning from the mistakes of the past. Because of this
recognition that man will ultimately make mistakes yet can
improve within the limits of his potential, Daniel is often
termed a Christian-Stoic.
12
1 • •1Waltam Blisset, "Samuel Daniel's Sense of the Past,"
English Studies, XXXVIII (1957), '30. (Eereinafter referred to
as 'Sense of the Past").
12Cecil Seronsy, "The Doctrine of Recurrence and Some
Related Ideas in the Works of Samuel Daniel," Studies in
Philology, LIV (July, 1957), 388-389. (Hereinafter referred
to as TrTne Doctrine of Recurrence").
CHAPTER II
THE PURITY OF HIS LANGUAGE
Practically all critics, both those who view Daniel's
work favorably and unfavorably, have found what they term
the "purity" of his language meriting praise. Even those
scholars who have severely criticized Daniel for being prosy
at times have, simultaneously, been quick to call him "well-
languaged." Seronsy, a critic who recently has done much
favorable criticism on Daniel, explains this near juxtaposition
of critical opinions in this way: the critics, in general,
find Daniel's gracefulness of phraseology and smoothness of
versification balanced against a want of vigor and lack of
imagination)- Therefore what they praise in Daniel is the
way he manipulates the language, and what they do not apparently
appreciate is the inornate, proselike, "pure" way he expresses
his ideas. In an age that is famous for its use of decorous
and colorful language, it is significant and important that
this poet felt it necessary to express himself in a much purer
language than that of his contemporaries. This purity of the
language in Daniel can be best exemplified by examining
various aspects of his work.
1





One of the most revealing factors in illustrating Daniel's
purity of language is his diction. The qualities of proper
diction as listed by Thrall, Hibbard, and Holman in A Handbook
to Literature ale the apt selection of the word for the
particular meaning to be conveyed, the use of legitimate words
accepted as good usage (excluding all solecisms, barbarisms,
and improprieties), and the use of words which are clear-cut
and specific.2 Being a meticulous craftsman with the language
and a continual reviser, Daniel probably labored carefully to
achieve the proper selection of words for the meanings he
wished to convey. That he met the second requirement for good
diction is evidenced by Coleridge's statement that he finds
the language in the "Delia" sonnets to be so faultless as to
be imperishable EnglIsh.
3
 Daniel's preference for Latinate
diction, which is general in meaning and less vivid in
description, indicates his attempt to rid his poetry of con-
fusion. Seronsy in his study of Daniel's use of language has
especially found this preference to be illustrated ia Daniel's
revisions, for changes and replacements that he makes seem to
fa-or Latinate diction. For instance Seronsy found in a
study of the 1609 revision of "The Civil Wars" that the author
made these changes in order to gain precision and smoothness:
"labour" for worke, discerne" for "judge," "receiv'd this
fall" for "had this foule fall," and "confirm him king" for
2William F. Addison Hibbard, and C. Hugh Holman,
A Handbook to Literature (New York, 1960), p. 141.
3
Coleridv, on the Seventeenth Century, ed. by Robert F.
Brinkley (Duke University, 1.955.1, p. 507.
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"crown this chosen king." Seronsy claims that this shift to
a more Latinate diction indicates the author was striving for
generalization and purity in the language, for it frequently
removed harsh and awkward sounds, smoothed 1e rhythm,
attained more precise meaning, and sharpened antithesis. Thus,
when the poet breaks up a string of monosyllables in "A base
meane man whom few or none would misse" and writes "A base
companion, few, or none would misse," he greatly improves the
smoothness of the verse, ridding his work of the staccato
monosyllables. Likewise his alteration from "Conclude some
hope of quiet, to take breath" to "Gave some calm leisure to
recover breath" is seen as elimination of harsh consonants
and an improvement in assonance. This fondness for Latinate
diction is also important in understanding a part of Daniel's
alleged prosaic qualities, for this diction frequently replaced
more descriptive terms with those that are abstract.
Seronsy's study reveals an interesting idiosyncrasy that
Daniel practiced in his preference for Latinate diction. This
peculiarity is that he had a strong predilection for words
prefixed by " and "in," in most cases verbs that intensify
the original idea, and for words with "un" and "d is" prefixes.
Though many of these compounds were probably familiar to
Daniel and widely accepted in the Elizabethan Age, he possibly
introduced many into the language. Some of these compounds
are now obsolete (for instance "unbetter," "incheering," and
"incommon"); however some that he possibly introduced such as
4
Cecil .ironsy, Samuel Daniel (New York, 1967), p. 156.
14




emotion) have remained an active part of the
Perhaps the abstractness of the Latinate element has
caused many critics to say that Daniel occupies a middle
ground in diction. Coleridge felt Daniel's diction as well
as his style was somewhere in that middle ground between prose
and poetry and yet common to both.
6
This middle diction is
free from the extremes of homely realism and of decoration
and artifice that is often
associates. An example of
Daniel's "The Civil Wars."
describe vividly the ugly,
prevalent in many of Daniel's
middle diction can be sec_n in
While many Elizabethan writers
gory realistic details of battles,
Daniel treats the horror of the warfare generally and, usually,
briefly and as objectively as possible. Douglas Bush in
English Literature in the Earlier Seventeenth Century discusses
an important point that must be kept in mind when reading
rianiel's work. He is more interested in mundane cause and
effect and in delivering a moral verdict than he is in the
action of the event;
7 
therefore from Daniel's viewpoint there
is no reason to use what he calls "gay wordes."
8
Even when
he describes the exploits of Hotspur and Talbot, one of the
5Seronsy, "Well-Languaged Daniel," p. 482.
6
Coleridge, p. 509.
7Douglas Bush, English Literature in the Earlier Seven-teenth Century (Oxford, 1961), pp. 21-6-277:--(areTETnerreferred toas Earlier Seventeenth Century).
8
Joan Ree!;, Samuel Daniel: A rit ical. and  BiographicalStuev (Liverpool, 1::.-n-graii-d, 1-964), p.
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most realistic and active portions of -The Civil Wars," Daniel
remains as distant and detached as possible. Only a flash of
Elizabethan extravagance is evident when in iiii. 83 he
describes the battle of Shrewsbury and the death of Talbot in
these terms:
For in their wounds, our goarie Awords shall write
The monumentes of our eternitie.'
F.P. Wilson notes in Elizabethan and Jacobean that after this
momentary boldness, Daniel returns to a less active and more
reflective study of the causes, morals, and politics involved.
10
The lack of realistic diction is probably another reason for
his alleged prosaism, and its absence in "The Civil Wars"
prompted Ben Jonson, who had little praise for Daniel as a
poet, to say "Daniel wrott civ ill warres, and yet hath not one
battle in all his Book."
11
This concern for substance over
action marks most of Daniel's work, with the exception of his
pastoral drama. And though Daniel loses some effect by shun-
ning the vividness of realistic diction, he regains it through
unity and clarity, and through the use of middle diction.
Daniel avoids the particularities of contemporary diction as
well as some of the language difficulties of his associates.
=The Complete Poetry and Prose of Samuel Daniel, ed. byAlexander B. Grosart (5 vols.; New York, 1S63), II, 166. (Allof Daniel's quotations are from this edition which hereinafterwill be referred to as Complete Works).
10F.P. Wilson, Elizabethan and Jacobean (Oxford, 1)60),p. 62.
11
Works of Ben Jonson, ed. by Herford and Simpson(Oxford, 1925-52-T7-1, P7-118. As cited in Rees, Samuel Daniel,p. 134.
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Another aspect in examining the purity of Daniel's
Language is manifested in his vocabulary. Like William Words-
worth, Daniel believed that common words, the vernacular of
the common man, were well-suited to poetry, so he chose for
his works those words which were of more common or permanent
acceptance. One need not know the particular vocabulary habits
of the Elizabethan writers in order to read Daniel, for the
words that he selected, which, for the most part, were under-
standable to the common Elizabethan, are still meaningful to
modern readers. Coleridge found Daniel's language similar to
that of Wordsvorth and described it as imperishable and pure
English.12 Seronsy, in his study of Daniel's vocabulary,
points out that he often chose more common words over older
words which were available and popular in other Elizabethan
writings. Some particular ones he points out are "man" for
.13"wight," "burden" for "fordels," and "commotion" for "garboLl."
This preference keeps Daniel's work from being plagued by the
archaisms which are found in many Elizabethan poets such as
Spenser and Camden.
Conspicuously absent from Daniel's vocabulary is the
vernacular of specialized groups.
14
Although one can read
Shakespeare and often get a glimpse of Elizabethan life, Daniel
eschews the vocabulary of all speciali7ed groups. Rarely is
there any reference to the occupations, trades, or amusements
of the Elizabethans.
12Coleridgc p. 507.
13Seronsy, "Well-Lanl. ua7ef. "aniel," p. 482.
14Ibid., 482.
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In addition to shunning specialize0 vocabulary, he also
avoids the use of description. Seldom are there any references
to nature or to the English coLI:.tryside. Even in his descriptive
portraits, as Buxton and other critics note, whether they be
historical, mythical or contemporary, Daniel allows the reader
to see them morally and intellectually rather than physically.
"The Funerall Poem" (1606) on the death of Lord Mountjoy is a
good example of this, for in it though the reader is given some
idea of Mountjoy physically, the emphasis of the poem describes
Mountjoy's virtues, love of knowledge, and well-governed char-
acter.
15
This dislike for particulars in description may give
some insight into the reason Daniel had a disinclination for
the stage.
Another unique factor contributing to the pureness of
Daniel's language which Sercnsy has observed is the absence
of the common pun, a popular device in the Elizabethan Age and
one which causes a loss of meaning after a period of time.
16
In nearly all Elizabethan poets there are extreme puns which,
though witty and popular in their own day, tend to lose their
effectiveness in succeeding generations. Daniel, however,
rarely used the pun as a part of his literary language.
Whether Daniel felt that punning was an insult to the language
or whether its absence is another indication of his fastidiousness
and craftsmanship with lanr,uae is not known. When he does
15John Buxton, Sir Phillip Sidney and the EnElish  Renais-sance (New York, 1966), p. 216.
16Seronsy, "Well-Languaged Daniel," p. 483.
18
use the pun, which is rare, he 1•-eeps it within respectable
and acceptable levels of weaning; thus the reader of today
usually understands Daniel's puns without special explication.
The level on which Daniel's puns operate can be illustrated by
observing this Line from iii. 49 of "The Civil Wars": "Aumarle
became the man, that did all marre."
17
Another pun in that
same work iiii. 16 was praised by Coleridge for its subtlety;
it is "Anion and Marne (the name that foule appears;/ Th'
eternall scarre of our dismembered Land)."
18
The clearness
and acceptability of these puns indicate the method by which
Daniel, when he did rarely pun, used them. naniel's caliber
of puns, when brought into comparison with the widely used,
but short-lived puns of his associates, drew this comment from
Coleridge: "Had Puns never been used less judiciously than
in this sentence 5eferring to the pun in iiii. 16, "The Civil
Wars'5 and that of the fallen angels in the sixth book of
Paradise Lost, they would still have been considered as
beauties."19 Often Daniel's puns are even more transparent
than those already cited, as in iii. 11 "The undertakers have
been over-took."
20
Daniel's fondness for oxymoron, the employment of
paranomasia (variation in the use of the meaning of a word or
root-word through successive phrasing) and the arrangement of





Complete Wor1.5- II, p. 1C1.
19
phrases ancl units of thought in threes not only enhance his
effectiveness with the language but also give some characteris-
tics of his style. That Daniel had an affection for oxymoronic
word play is evidenced by Caesario's speech in Cleopatra (1594),
one of Daniel's Senecan closet dramas,: "Then wretched great-
ness, proud rich misery,/ Pompous distress, glittering
calamity" (iv. ii. 1001-1002).
21
The utilization of paranomasia,
an extremely basic trait of Daniel's work, is, according to
Seronsy, a literary gimmick that Daniel used to enhance the
clarity and antithesis of his verse.
22
Examples of it abound
in his lines:
But having leave, I must go take my leave
(Cleopatra iv. i.1099)23
For most of all the rest, toyld in unrest
("The Civil Wars" 1.9)24
For now the Spaniard hath possesst three partes
The most important of this Ile say they
And sooner fresh supplyments, Spaine tcQnsports
("Funeral Poem." 243-245).'
In addition to these other forms of word play, Daniel, like
many other poets, frequently arranges phrases and units of
thought in threes, as in his description in the "Funeral
Poem" of how death laid Lord Mountjoy "there where neither
greatness, pomp, nor grace" is present, or as in the same
poem his description of how "nettles, thistles, brakes (the
poorest worVes of nature)" grind man's materialistic inventions
21Complete Works, III, p. 67.
22Seronsy, "Well-Languaged Paniel,"
23Complete Works. III, p. 71.
214
Ccnplete Works, II, p. 13.
25Co-plete Works, I, p. 181.
p• 284.
20
into dust. Claes Scharr in An Elizabethan  Sonnet Problem
indicates that he believes Daniel does this for balance and
•for emphasLs;26 however this might as easily be a relatively
unconscious process in Daniel's work since it is so prevalent.
Whatever Daniel's reason for using these devices, the word
play rather than being distracting is used in such taste that
it seems to fit into the context of the work and enhance the
meaning.
Still another aspect which gives rise to Daniel's purity
of language is his poetic style. Since the first publication
of his work, Daniel's poetic style has often been criticized.
In comparison with his fellow Elizabethans, it is found by
many to be flat and prcsaic. Ben Jonson, who seems to have
had a personal dislike for Daniel, in a letter to Drummnnd of
Hawthornden called him a "good honest man but no 
poet."27
Michael Drayton, a poet who was a contemporary of Daniel and
who was possibly influenced by him, in an epistle to Henry
Reynolds had this to say of Lis style:
His rhymes were smooth, his metres well did close,
But yet his manner better fitted prose.28
Since Daniel's poetry was not of the same spirit as that of
other Elizabethans, many of the earlier critics questioned his
style. Bullen points out that Daniel's poetry lacked the rich
imagery (a facet that will be treated later in this chapter)
26Claes Schaar, An Elizabethan Sonnet Problem (Copenhagen,
1960), p. 120. (Hereinafter referred to as Sonnet Problem).
27
Letter cited in A.H. Bullen, Elizabethans (New York,
1962), p. 27.
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and gorgeous coloring of Spenser 's poetry and the fervor and
exaltation of spirit that ennobled the sonnets of Sidney.29
Because he lacked this passion, emotion, and turbulence, many
critics find his work to be too prosaic.
However, just because Daniel's verse lacks the color of
his contemporaries, he cannot be cast off as too prosaic for
poetry. Many facets of his work must be weighed. First, as
has been previously noted, Daniel's preference for abstraction
and generalization aided his flat, prosy style. Second, Daniel
perhaps used this pure and direct style because he sought to
imitate a portion of the mature Spenser's f,tyle as found in
Astrophel and Stella. Buxton finds that, of all Elizabethans,
the styles of Daniel and the mature Spenser arc very similar.
30
Third, the reader must consider the type of person Daniel was.
As Hallet Smith in Elizabethan Poetry: A Study in Convention,
Neaning and Expression has said, a great deal of spirit and
passion in his style would have been incongruous with his
disposition and philosphy. He was simply not capable of the
fiery spirit of many of his fellow Elizabethans. Finally,
31
and most important, it must be remembered that what a writer
is trying to say and to do often dictates the style of his
poetry. G.A. Thompson, in Elizabethan Criticism of Poetry,
29Ibid.
30Buxton, Sir ihilip Sidney, p. 125. For furhter dir,eus-sion on this point see pp. 191-192.
31Hallet Smith, Elizabethan Poetry: A Study in Convention,Ncaning and Expression—(75:Fbridge, llass., 1952), p. 160. (Here-inafter rCrerreu to as Elizabethan Poetry).
4.114. , Wirr"lif4for- 4.•
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points out that Daniel, a very serieus, scholarly, conserva-
tive person, was more concerned with the meaning of what he
said than with the way, colorful or bland, that he said it.
32
Lewis has remarked that Daniel's passion 00U3 not stir the
reader; it is the thought which hold his attention. Daniel,
always serious, has better matter than manner.
33
Another
point which Lewis strisses in discussing Daniel's style is
that he is a poet of idcan, not only of the acetpted and
inherited wisdom of Spenser and Chaucer, but of some deep and
often original thoughts. He is moving out of the Golden Age
:n his poetry, not in the "Metaphysical" directio, out towards
ideas with a Kr-eater severity and weight; thus he has a less
colorful stylv.
34
 ;anioL, in keeping with his reserved
personality, used, most often, a type of reflective and medi-
tative style; even his sonnets seem to fall, by and large,
into this category. Therefore his style of poetry is more
prosaic. Perhaps it should be stressed here that though
Daniel's stylistic spirit was relatively quiet, he, like
Sidney, liked to experiment with poetry, a pcint emphasized
in his A oefence of Ryme, for he did not want poetry to become
stagnant. However, as 13u;:ton says, Daniel was broadminded in
35this area without becoming eccentric.
32
G.A. Thompson, Elizabethan Criticism of Poetry (Menosha,Wisconsin, 1914), p. 90. (Hereinafter referred to as ElizabethanCriticism).
33
C.S. Lewis, English Literature in the Sixteenth Century -Lxclucin(Y Drama (Oxford, 1944), p. 5273.
34Ibid., pp. 530-531.
35Buxton, Sir Philip Sidney, pp. 191-1(2:2.
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Later critics have been a little more patient in their
evaluation of Daniel's style. Coleridge called his worl,
"exquisite specimens of that style which, as the neutral
ground of prose and verse, is common to both."36 Sullen fines
Daniel's verse to "read with pleasure, but leave no trace in
the memory" (except for'Care-charmer Sleep, son of Sable Night,"
a popular sonnet).
37
Lewis fines him often uninspired, some-
times obscure but rarely bad.38 L.C. John in Elizabethan Sonnet 
Sequences: Studies in Conventional Conceits says that his
style, which is often pervaded by gentle longing and mild
unhappiness, often has genuine beauty, yet it is so smooth,
restrained and correct that mediocrity is often the result.
39
It cannot be denied that ':;aniel's style is prosaic and smooth:
however this is not an indication of poor poetic ability cr
ineffective handling of the language; instead it seems to
project Daniel's personality and philosophy, his concern for
and ability to use the language, his concern for thought and
his admiration of other poets.
One of the reasons for Daniel's prosaism grows cut of
another aspect of his employment of the language, his utiliza-
tion of connective devices. Seronsy points out that often a
36Coleridc.e, p. 507.
375u11en, Elizabethans, p. 31.
38
Lewis, English Literature, P• 530.
39
L.C. John, Eli7abethan Sonnet Sequences: Studies inConventional Conceit's (New York, 1961), pp. 1757T76. (Derein-after referred to as Sonnet Sequfncer-).
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prose-like effect is L;ivt2n by the too frequent use of connec-
tive devices in some of his passages.
40
?any of Daniel's
stanzas are introduced by words such as "which," "whose,"
"whereon," "where," "that," "since," "as if," and "lest."
Because of the vagueness and generalities of these, many of
his stanzas appear as component parts rather than as
independent units. The vagueness of these combined with his
preference for generalization, especially in substantives,
often forces great demands on the reader.
Daniel's use of too much connection often damages his
poetry, as it did in "Musophilus," othrwise a fine poem.
In it Daniel uses a large number of pronominal connectives
instead of introductory nouns, verbs, proper names, or
repetition of ideas; thus, as Seronsy explains, the stanzas
become confused, and this, in turn, causes the reader to
often lose meanings.
41
A sample of this confusing transition
can be seen in this example:
They present with the shape of Enire straineTo wound them with reproaches and despight:And for these cannot have as well as they,They scorne ttLeir faith should daigne to look that way("Musophilus." ii. 1462_L65).'42
The ample sprinkling of "they's," "them's," and "these's"




42Complete Works, I, p. 240.
P- 484.
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A form of specialized connection which is especially
found in ,:aniel's sonnets is what Schaar calls homophony, the
repetition of same or identical sounds. According to Schaar,
Daniel uses this device for three main reasons, two of which
are concerned with connection: to establish a connection
between concepts which naturally belong together as in the
"Delia" sonnet VII, "But my degraded hopes, with such disgrace"
(1.11) or as in sonnet XXVII, "And shut those waies my friendly
foe first entred" (1.3); to establish, in a few cases, a con-
nection between words less easily associated with each other
as in sonnet XII, "Behold what hap Pygmalion had to frame"
(1.1); and (not dealing with connection) to show contrast
between differing elements as in sonnet XLVI, "A happy convoy
to a holy Land" (1.6).
43
In addition to these types of connection, Daniel employs
a form of connective device, which is found almost exclusively
in his sonnets, that gives distinction and also adds unity to
his work. This connection, as Rees points out, is the echoing
of the last line, entire or a portion, of one sonnet in the
opening line of the next, giving the effect of picking up,
after a pause, a continuing line of thought.
44 This habit is
seen several times in the "Delia" sonnet sequence, for example
the last line of sonnet XXXIX, "But love now whilst thou maist
be lov'd agaihe" (1.14) is repeated as the first line of sonnet
43Schaar, Sonnet Problem, pp. 121-122.
44Rees, Samuel DanieL, p. 30.
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XL. In fact all of the sonnets from XXXIX through XLIII, a
group of sonnets on the passing of youth and beauty are
connected in this way.
45
Daniel's fondness for connectives, especially pronouns,
and for dependent clauses is, furthermore, related to another
feature of his language, his frequent use of parentheses.
When the relationships of various clauses or phrases seers
cloudy, he attempts to clarify them by the use of parentheses.
Seronsy believes that Daniel uses them much more than most
Elizabethan writers and that this strong feeling for sentence
building points to his Later switch from verse to prose.
46
Another aspect of Daniel's use of language is his rhyme.
Daniel believes that rhyme, which adds to the smoothness of
his language was necessary to all poetry; in fact his Defence
of Ryme, an essay that will be treated more fully in the
following chapter, establishes the basis for this belief.
Briefly, he uses rhyme because he believes that English is
well-suited to certain' metrics, that rhyme enhances the power
of poetry, and that it is part of the nature of poetry.
However, as Thompson indicates, Daniel does not believe that a
poet should be a slave to rhyme but that he should use ft as
an instrument.
47
45For further examples see sonnets VI and VII. A variation
in this connection, the repetition of an idea, is seen in sonnets
XII and XIII, XVII and XVIII, and XLV and XLVT.
"Seronsy, "'::ell-Languaged Daniel," p. 486.
47Thompson, :1i7abethan Criticism, p. 206.
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4
t' c ,f rin;c1.':7 pos t:y was that of caL- and
thcus.:.tful r. ficetion, his rhyn.e hae to be of a type that was
not too heavy and insistent. Apparently -aniel found alternate
rhy:c best suited for those rec,uirements. Seronsy, in his
investiation of -anicl's use of rhymo, discovered a predilec-
tion for the form by the poet in nearly all the sonnets (Rees
found five which wore not'), in the rir'e royal stanza of the
"Complaint of Rosamond," in the otta,,a rima of "The Civil Wars,"
and in the stanzaic forms of the verse epistles and of his
C.ramas .
119
A danger inherent in usin alternate rhyme is that
it will becore over-regular an: too rh -thmic, two thins for
which aniel in A 2efence  of 1:vme tells what he did to try
to var.: his alternating rhymes:
I have said in some of my 2pictles to alter the
usuall place of meeting, and to settle it furthel
off by one Verse. . .but as yet I cannot come to
21-case myself therein: this alternate or crosse
rhyme holding still the best place in my
affect ion.-°
; 4 ht ion not only indicates Lan icl ' s fondness for
alternate rhyme and its variations but also his interest in
exper in cnt ins, with in 1 in its, with rhyme , pors ibly, ar h inted
51at by Johnson, an interest he received from 3ieney.
Dan id l 'S e;:per imentat ion led h ir.. to usc. two six line
stanra ferrs in two of his epistles, "To tr Lady Anne
ut Taniel, p. 30.
" 1 1. ..1.," 
^
n1 c- tc IV, p. 65.
. . n, Aninn cf fa' pri "..f ncr ?" .rtat.lurt, ',;nivcr. or ...r1 ":(5), n. 114.
Cliffer - (1"..)3) and "To the Lon. ilrnry Howard'' (1603), Yhich
have ::c nf bc cbc. Other c:fperimcnts similar to this
are founi. throughut 'aniel's worh; however he is far from
a Lrtat c:Tcri! enter in verse.
_aniel used several forms of experimentation in rl-,yre
other than Cifferent arrangements. Frequently, in hTs 11CDC
to alter the rhyre, . cnicl ton.!6 Cown the rhyme so that it was
suggested rather than felt. In nearly all of his later poems,
as has been discoverer: by Seroncy, the rhymes are often
deliberately wea: and inexact;
52
 however aniel, as revealed
LI 1%1. Carton's "The Literary Reputation of Samuel .)aniel,"
eschewed his earlier feminine and ion rhymes in particular and
sub-;tituted strener end rhymes for them.
53
Frequently, Dcnie.1
uses unaccented sounds in order to make a faint rhyme as in
mysteries, subtleties, and situations of syrpathy. This fond-
ness for approxi,rate rhyme and weak rhyme creates a smoothness
which Is caracttristic of the poet's calmness and thoughtful-
ness.
This moothness is consistent with ianiel's sweetness of
soun:.. Lewis lauded -and 'a subtle usc of all
while Scronsy found him to be a "raster of assonance more than
alliteretion."55 J.Y. Lever in The Elinabethen Love Sonnet
":-11-Lanua.7e: p. L!cfl.
511
Carson, "The Literary Reputation of Sar.:ucl an Lel"(uncubli:7he'T h.. ,:issrtation, Poston University Graduate
p.
h Lit=Lpre, p. 493.
55:,eronny, ]-1-Ln-7uaef. D. 4rJ.%
2(
co! plint: anirl's use of sonorous - or.oal:llables, at-1r'
praisco ki!- • aa a "ractcr in the e. !vcativo ua.c of lcry-
ard in thc harr:onies of assonance anC
ability to Us: sourv: is evidenced by the wir:c variety of vovc.1
soun(a in this line frot- sonnet IV (11. c-10):
No 3ayes I sec; e to Ceckc my mourning brow,
0 cleer-eyde Pf.ctrr of the holic Hill.
Not only can Daniel use sound for sweetness, he can also conve:-
power by interposing words with strong, suggestive sounds as
in sonnet LIV (1.7) "The shipwrec:.e of my ill adventured youth."
A distinctive characteristic that rarks much of Daniel's
rhyrc is his habit, as Scronsy has noticed, of rounding out
rhyTr,cs with the words "the sate."
57
This--plus his previously
mentioned habit of whole line repetition, a device which
Johnson feels makes rhyrre a structural 
device,58 . 
t,1- of
alternate patterns and thrir variations, his erployment of
wca, and inexact rhymes, along with his overuse of connectives--
tends to rahc Daniel's rhyr-c so very sT-octh that it often
appears to be one long discourse lacking vigor and force.
Critics have reacteC differently to this smoothness at
the expense of force. George Saintsbury in his A History of
7.111:1_1.1,11 Literature sai.C. "It shows L'In referring to how well
•Daniel stayed within the standards of his own A Defence of
,that the deferv.cr of rhyrrt, possessed tr.e theory: all
Lever, The :lizabethan Love Sonnet (Lem'on, 1(2, 6),p. 153.
:eronsy, "c11-Larruar-e :anicl," p. 486.
se'Janson, "e11-7.1f!-cC Dariel,"
30
his political works show that he was the master of the
practice."
59
Coleridge in discussing the rhyme of "The Civil
Wars," in particular reacted this way: "It is perhaps worth
noticing as an excellence suited to the style of Poetry that
the accents and scansion of Daniel's Line more assist the
reading and the sense, than in any work, I know. If the Line
runs ill to you, you may be sure, you have not read it in its
exact senst. The whole represents a grave, easy man talking
seriously to his friends."
60
All, however, have not found
the smocthness to be so pleasant. After praising the purity
of Daniel's language and metrical skill in "The Civil Wars,"
Bullen remarked "I am not aware there is much more to be said.
The narrative flows on and on, smooth, clear, without a wrinkle
on the surface, until k'o wish it had never been begun, we see
no reason in the worlq why it should ever end."
61
Another quality which lends to the purity of Daniel's
language is the way he employs imagery, one the few areas
in which poetic taste and practice seems to have made any great
change. Daniel's early poetry, the "Delia" sonnets and the
"Complaint of Rosamond," inherited the conventional imagery of
the sonnet tradition. In this tradition the imagery, which is
made up primarily of Petrarchan conceits (a discussion of Daniel's
use of these conceits in the "Delia" poems will be in the following
5( George Saintshury, A History  of English Literature(London, 1891), p. 136.
60Coleridgf, p. 513.
61
Bullen, Eli:-abethans, p. O.
chantPr) in conc--etc. nectry -aturer- an, as he
reviscc, his earlier verse, his work, as cronsy illustrates,
shows a gradual loss of concrete ira:-:ery ral-cs a rarLer"
drift trwzrCs more abstract, and often rore prosaic, forts.
7,:en in the early poetry which is supposedly filler: with
traCitirnal concrete images, man" critics, such as F.P.




As early as the "Complaint of Rosamond," Daniel's use of
abstract imagery is evident, as illustrated by these lines:
Treason was in my bones my selfe conspying,
To sell my selfe to lust, my soule to sinne:
Pure-blushing shame was ever in retiring,
Leaving the sacred hold it glory'd in.
7onor lay prostrate for my qcsh to win
(II. 309-313).°4
The nouns, treason, shame and honor, are obviously abstract;
however in this poem thc verbs arc, primarily, forceful and
concrete. Both vividness and abstraction are present. Never-
theless, as later poems were written, in keeping with 'anicl's
earlier mentioned predilection for generalization in vocabulary,
the ira-cr: usually became more abstract; however there are
poems and portions of poems in Daniel's most mature work which
do have vivid concrete imagery.
65
62seronsy, "Well-Langua-7-ed Laniel," p. 489.
Eli7abethan and Jacobean, p. 62.
64,L,or ,plete Wor*s, I, p. 92.
65The imagery of the first five boo!: rf "The Civil 'Jars"
is especially vivid and successful.
Daniel has recci,,c.±. sor-e crftcism bee.un.e of 1,71ck
of variety of Lssages; however Scronsy argues that this seeming,
lacL of !_71.1CS is possibly caused by a failure to detect
metz:phors that are closely relator, to abstractions.
66
c;.:ample of a possible instance of tklis can be seen in Hots7ur's
speech in "The Civil Wars" (VI. 31):
The day (saith hc) o' faithful valiant friends,Uhatever it doth give, shall glcrie give:
This day with honor frees our state, or endeg7Our misery with fare, that still Shall live.
Henry Wells in his Poetic Imagery calls this extremely obscure
and restrained imaLfe, a trait he also finds and praises in
Shal,espeare, a "sunk-en image." A sunhen image, according to
ells, is "one which pmerfully affects the iracination without
6nconveying a definite picture." "Sunken ire-cry" Ls not
faded imagery, for ;n ;ts the imagination is not stiruLated
nor is any p!cture crnvcyee.
The use of the restrainer' imagery seers attuned to cic-
vated thou-ht. ;an id', who di--.plaved in his verse and life
moral ro,:est: and grace, found subdued imagery
fitLing not only his verse but also his personal temperament.
By the use of subdued imacery, the poet atterDts to stiulate
the imagination of the reader to rise to his powerful, liberal
and prophetic thought.
69
Lxamplzs of this elevated thought
66,
ocrcnsy, "ell-LcnguaLed p. O.
67Col plcte .'ors, II, p.
Incnry 'je11:3, ":)ec_tic D-cr-er.v (New Ynr: , 1'361), p. 76.
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can bc': 7c7cn :cr:h 1,f vcr:7a, for intrcr in the.
tc thr , !"arcraret":
:11C that unls above himself can
1-,ow poor a thinz, is a man.
It is also clvit:cnt in "Mc Civil :!ars" (1. 97):
But GoC forbid we should so nearly pry 
70Into the low-deep-buried sins loll,* past.
That Daniel used subdued imagery which indicates an elevation
in thought is in 1.eeping with his belief that lasting poetry
should deal only with noble thoughts and noble affections, as
noted in "1:usophilus" (11. 133-184):
For these lines are the veins, the arteries
An!: undeca:- incr 1ife-stu:7.p of those hea;ts
rheartd'being the mind of the great7."'
Cft-n though Daniel tales his progrescion of ab.;tract
inages too far l'it'-out enough concrete irages to sustain them.
In -1usophilus," a poem about the power of l.nowleCge, for
instance, the long account of the abstract battle between the
ir-norant and cunninc: men and the Tan of learning, the thought,
as ;(-_cnc-:  has indicated in his study, becomes a tangle of
abstractions:72
I -rant, that some unlettered practique may
(Leaving beyond the Alpcs, Faith and RespectTo Gcc: and ran) with impious cunning, swayThe courses fore-bcgunne with lihe effect,!_nr: without stop, raintaine the turning on,:n - have his errourc Cecrod without defect:






• %ft: s fncountrinr-- oc;e,
Th: fore-cintri-e,' fra!,s, an thereupon,Th' c::)criencL rf tho present disapPoynt,..nr2 othcr stirring spirits, and other hearts
13uilt-huEe, for action, rectin,-, in a poynt:Shall drive thc werld to somr on all their 2.rtcs,all too little for so reall right,hen no advantaes of wea;.er parts
Shall beare out .•hallow councels from the lic-ht:2.n( this fcnce-Lpening action (which (loth hatean1y craft) shall loohc to have her right.".:ho t, en hclees up the ljory of the State
(—hich arres, an armed letters won)ho shall bc fittest to negotiate,
Contemn's Jutinian, or else Littleton
(11. 862-43L:)?
1, •
use of so ruch abstraction here destrors anr clear train
of thou--,-ht.
Lercnsr has further indicated that ran: of Daniel's
"2pistles- are romchat weal enet: br over abstraction t-rn
thou:: t'.er are larzely sustained by the recurrin-
74will hc discusser: shortly. "To Sir Thor-as
Er-erton" fs a -.;ce:1 which is wea' because of too frequent
abstraction. In the pccr 2L,crton is cor:-ared to an Isthmus
pecans of LiLur and Uncertainty; however instead
of cf3tcblishins- an identity between the imar,e and the idea, the
author hecs relating to both throurth complicated action.
Since the reader cannot heep up with the two simultaneous
actions, the poem is damaged. On the other ham:, he dee_ not
always dwell en abstract imagery for hir pm-7: to the :arl of
Southa.z,pton, one of laniel's boldest, on his release 5rom
prison alr the affair, is 17.rs. fro conneetiv:.s,






lhe la7ery of te plays is naturally Lore sensuous, yet,
for the most ;art, not nearly as sensuous as his contemporaries
would have used in the sane genre. Drama, even closet drama
like Cleonatra, demands concreteness in language. Daniel's
,dome gentle cunning thief (Cleopatra V.11.1535) in his
description of the serpent concentrates the imagery. Iiymen's,
Triumph, one of his few works about which Janson said some-
thing good, is seen by ,;.4. Greg in Pastoral Poetry and 
Pastoral Drama as containing some sensuous verse in the
description of the love between Thrisis, a constant lover of
the pastoral convention, and Silvia:75
. . .slerlpe thy fill, swect love,Let nothing trouble thee; be calme oh windes,Lest you should wake T,y love: thou gentle blankeThat 4Cals are blest to beare so deare a weight,Be soft unto those dainty lymmes of his:Phi tender grasse, and render sweet refreshUnto his weary senses, while he rests. 76
(Hymen's Triumph 111.111.1420-1427).
ere the images are quiet and sensuous.
Whatever the kind or name attached to Daniel's imagery,
one thing is clear--for the most part, his imagery is vague
and muted as in this quotation from u usophilus°:
For emulation, that proud nurse of wit,
Skorning to stay below or come behind,
Labors upon that narrow top to sit
Of sole perfection in the highest kind
Envie and wonder looking after it,
Thrust likewise on the selfe same blisse to find:And so long striving till they can no more,Do stuffe the placce or others hopes shut out,
75i.W. Greg, Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama (NewYork, 1959), p. 2b0.
76
Comnlete .;:orks, III, p. 381.
11•WIIIIIVp.2-WOW•141r•me• •••••1•7!•••41,••
;12() doubting to overtake those gone before
Give ur their care, and cst no rzore about;
And so in skorne leave alas fore-possest,
And will be none where they may not be best
(25;-270).77
Less vague is an image in "To tne Lady Anne" (1.55)
Confusion only rRwles,
Order sits hie.70
Usually, in keeping with his fondness for a generalized vocabu-
lary, his imagery is abstract and often cerAers upon actions
and objects of smoothness and repose.
Two images recur in Daniel's work, the building or house-
image and the river or water image. These structures, as
Seronsy has pointed out, are much more than chance s171ils or
metaphors, for they are often the extended structural
components of an entire poem,
almost all of the imagery.79
and in some poems, they comprise
Daniel uses the r1ver image to depict different states.
For instance In the first "Delia" sonnet, the never ending
flow of the river to the sea is equated with his poetry which,
though It reveals much of his love, can never reveal all of
it. In son[zet LV..II (11.13-14) the image is used to portray
his singular and undaunted devotion to his love:
Avon shall be Thames, and she my Song,
No other prouder Brookes stall heare my wrong.
Most often, however, Daniel uses the ima,:e as an epic similie
to suggest continuous movement, as in "The Civil Jars." At
77Ib1d., I, p. 233.
75Ibid., p. 214.
79Seron:7, "Jell-Lnnguaged Daniel," P. 493.
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the hcginninr of tic pocr, in 1.17, 1-ore's hard beginnings are
cc-npared to the Rhine cutting its way through rochy mountains.
In 11.27, w,cn certain leaders flock to Bolingbroke, the poet
e:cs a river metaphor to imply their foolishness:
As stately Thames, cnricht with many a Flood
And goodly Rivers (that have made their Graves,
And buried both their names and all their good
Within his greatnes, to augment his waves)
Glides on with pompe of Waters, unwithstood,
Unto the ocean (which his tribute craves)And layes up all his wealth, within that poure,
Which in it selfe all greatnes doth devoure."
Again in V.1.18 this metaphor occurs when Talbot struggles
against the swelling stream and powerful current of his
enemies. An interesting point which Seronsy has found is that
1:.aniel seems to enjoy the use of this srooth, flowing type of
image and that he rarely uses any violent imaes.81 Possibly
this again is indicative of his restrained personality.
The house or building image, equally popular in Oaniel's
verse, depicts a stately edifice or stronghold which offers
protection from the barbarous forces from without or from
Time itself. It is often a symbol rf an order, a stability,
or an immortality that is safe from all the mad striving of
ignorance and opinion, a key idea in ,laniel's poetry and
thought.
In "Lusophilus" Stonehenge is a symbol of the wrong
building, an edifice erected cut of arrogance which now
PO
Corplete Works, II, p. 6b.
81
Scrensy, Samuel l)aniel, p. 165.
•-•
n..A_so in ":usophilus" ;anieL !7ays that those men
who ri-- to poyr on b1ooc art (:eception arc buili:ing their
dwell r:s cn wen:: foundations. One of the best representations
of the build in"- is in the epistle "To the Lady rargaret." Here
the iriaLc ta.',12s, as Shacford points out, a Stoic calmness in
the - Est of turbulence.
22
::arfarle, fares the man that bath propar
rst for his desires, and sees all things
Leneath him, and hath learn't this boohe of men,
Full of the notes of Frai_ltie, and compar'd
The best of glory with her sufferings,
Ey whom I see you labour all you can
To pl.ant :our heart, and set your thought as neare
::lerious mansion, as you-c powres can beare
(11.60-G7).63
In "To he Lade 'ucic" (1603) the building ;ra,To occurs again;
this t ime the which
virtuous action. Thcsre are u.any
in Daniel's, wc,r1.; it occurs, for
in open sight, is the life of
other uses of the house image
instance, in his "Funeral
2oem" and in some of his occasional verse. rost always it
represents permanence, calmness and stability.
The final aspect of Daniel's worh that might give
further incir:ht into his
since in r7 iscucsin some
purity of language is his revisions.
of the other points many of laniel's
revisions haYe been discussed, this will
r e
serve primarily as a
brief sum:.ation of his main re-virions. aniel, a continual
most of his rev is ion in three areas—vocabulary,
pynctuatirn. In vocaulary, as has L-cn mentioned,
Dcniel'r• rot ical 17r“.stlss,:spec i -'.fhst to .th Countess of Cu:,berlan,.," ,Audies in
'
39
i,anicl replaced vivid words with those that were of a more
general nature and of Latinate diction. In rhyme Daniel often
revised cntire lines, sometimes eliminating good lines and
replacing them with weaker ones; however his most prevalent
revision was the elimination of feminine endings, a revision
which helped cause his prosaic verse. In punctuation Daniel
made some slight revisions which usually allowed a smoother
rhythm in his work and which nearly always enhanced the unity
of it. Rees sees Daniel's continual revisions as a possible
sign that he doubted his own work and was insecure.
84
But this
revision could, perhaps, indicate a very sensitive man--
sensitive to language as well as people--who was a craftsman
with language and who continually worked to refine it.
Daniel's purity of language entails many things; it
cannot be narrowed to one area. His preference for Latinate
diction and a relatively calm rhetoric, his fondness for common,
but lasting, words, his predilection for the use of connectives
to such an extent that it causes a work to lose its individuality,
his preference to write in an unclevated, rather prosaic style,
his selection of muted and abstract imagery over the more
colorful and vivid imagery, all help to perfect the purity of
his language. It is pure because he did not twist it, fill
it with popular fads, or use it in any derogatory manner; rather
he took the purest language he could find and used it to





LITERARY COI:V=I01:S AND DANIEL'S UORK
No other age except, perhaps, the modern has combined
energy and knowledge for such explosive results as the Eliza-
bethan Ac-e. Inaugurated at the height of the English Renais-
sance, practically all facets of Elizabethan life are steeped
in ideas an:: traditions of the "rebirth." Nowhere are the
forces of the Renaissance mere evident than in the literary
conventions entrusted to the Elizabethan authors. ?'any of
the literary styles and genre, now thought of as being the
creation of English authors, were the result of the interest
in classical learning and foreign languages. A great number
of the ideas which recur in Eli7abethan literature, including
the praise of knowledge, the glorification of human virtues,
and the theory of recurrence, have their basis in the Renais-
sance tradition.
The writers of the Elizabethan Age used the material
made available during this "rebirth" in many different ways.
rany writers simply translated the works of the foreign and
classical authors, making few, if any, changes from the origi-
nals. Others mar:e use of their foreign contemporaries and of
the classical sources in a radically different, but often
LiisunCerstood, way. These authors, such as 1:aniel and Shake-
sp(re, used these :;ftply as sources for i6cas, plots,
characters, and legends, a common practice in the Elizabethan
Age. That they borrowed ideas and materials, however, does
not particularly mean that they were any less creative than
their forebears. Often the idea borrowed would appear in such
new dress that it was virtually impossible to identify the
origin of many thoughts and ideas; in fact there is still much
disagreement among scholars and critics as to original sources.
That the typical Elizabethan author borrowed does not imply
that he made no innovations, for he made many; however much of
his material was the common property of the Renaissance tradi-
tion.
Daniel, who began his literary career by imitating Latin
verses and by translating foreign poetry, serves as a good
illustration of both the borrowing and innovating principles
of Elizabethan poets. Many of his ideas and verse forms are
easily traceable to other sources; nevertheless he also made
some significant contributions to poetry in his own right.
Daniel's sonnet sequence "To Delia," his earliest signifi-
cant work, demonstrates both his innovative skill and his
borrowing in the area of literary conventions. The sequence,
which is steeped in Renaissance literary conventions, is not
a base imitation; however as Rees's study has indicated, Daniel
owes credit, particularly in the area of form and ideas, on the
French side to Desportes and de Bellay and on the Italian side
to Petrarch, Tansillo, Tasso, and Cuarini.1 Claes Schaar in
1Joan Rees, .amuck.:,anil: A Critical and BioEraTThical Study (Liverpoo1, ti:ngfant.;I:T(74), p. 22.
L! 2
"A Textual Puzzle in Daniel's 'Delia" has also found Daniel
to be indebted to Bernardino Rota, an Italian scnneteer who,
.like Daniel, devoted his love poetry to one single lacy.
2
The "Delia" poems, which first appeared in 1591 when some
twenty-cight sonnets were attached to an unauthorized version
of Sidney's Astrophel and Stella, first came out in full in
1592 along with an apology to his patron for having them
published. Oddly, Daniel was a mature poet in many ways in
this early work. Rees comments:
By 1592, Daniel had taken to himself, at one step,
so it seems, all the wealth of new material and
new expressive power which came into English
literature in the golden decades of the Elizabethan
Age. Out of them he made his own instrument which
he played beautifully. There was little left for
him to do in t:lis line and "Delia" contains the
seeds of his future development. Henceforth
Daniel will develop intellectual powers already
present in handling tightly woven patterns of
imagery and enlarge the interest in the reading
of character foreshadowed in the emotional states
of "Delia."'
The -Delia" poems are written predominantly in what is termed
the Elizabethan or Shakespearian sonnet form, three unlinked
quatrains followed by a couplet. William Minto in Characteris-
tics of English Poets, 1874-1875, cites this series of sonnets
as being the first in this form.
4
The sequence concerns a
conventional Elizabethan sonnet idea, the poet trying to win
the favor of a disdainful lady. The character of Delia, who
2
Claes Schaar, "A Textual Puzzle in Daniel's 'Delia,'"
English  Studies, XL (1959), 383.
1874-1875), p 1 .
4William Vint°, Characteristics of Eirlish Poets (London,
3Recs, Samuel Daniel, p. 34.
t:3
unites the entire sequence of sixty sonnets, is thought by
Buxton to be the Countess of Pembroke, Daniel's patroness an:
object of the apology attached to the sonnets;
5 
however Serorsy
believes that Delia is much too shadowy a person to be identi-
fied as the Countess of Pembroke or anyone else and that the
tone of deep despair which marks many of the poems would not
be that which Daniel would adopt towards a patroness.
6
Daniel's
tone is more objective and more impersonal than it is personal.
The tone which Daniel adopted in his sonnets can be
termed an innovation within a convention. Whereas Sidney, an
early trend-setter in Elizabethan poetry, uses his sonnets to
bring forth a reality and vitality which he thought Elizabethan
love poetry Lacked, Daniel, one of his first followers, does
just the opposite in his use of the sonnet. Sidney dramatizes
his speakers and makes his conceits colorful, but Daniel's
sonnets are quiet and rather colorless, lyrical rather than
dramatic. Though Daniel uses the love convention, he is not
nearly as interested in action as other Elizabethan sonneteers;
in fact, as Smith asserts in his work, he uses it primarily
to express his own gentle melancholy personality, to celebrate
the lasting power of verse against the ravages of time and
barbarism, and to show that theres and devices of French and
Italian sonneteers had grace an dignity also in English. The
love situation in Daniel's cycle is a pretext for the poetry;
5John Buxten, Sir Phili i.dney and the English Renais-sance (New York, 1966), p. 192.
6Cecil Seronsy, Sauol  :ani-1 (New York, 1967), 2. 25.
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his rain theme is the eternity of verse .7 Sidney's
sonnets are filled with desire and reason, Daniel's love is
chaste, and his stylc is elegiac. Daniel merely makes use of
the tone of the personality offered by the sad lover to offer
his own views. In -Lhe entire sequence there are few real
attempts to show reasons for the despair of the lover.
Though the use of the unrequited love convention is a
pretext and the character of Delia is somewhere between a real
person and a poetic device, the presence cf Delia and the
despairing lover meeting disdain throughout serves as a thread
which links the sonnets together. As Seronsy has pointed out,
there are no climaxes, no personal encounters suggested, no
reconciliations as in Eieney or Shakespeare; in fact there i-
no dramatic progression in the sequence at all; nevertheless
the sequence with its persistent, though undramatic, theme
has continuity, an appearance of organic life.
8
Adding to the
unity of the sequence, the author's use of outer structural
devices shows a skillet artist striving towards completeness.
7Hallet Smith, Elizabethan Poetry: A Study in Conven-tions ::eaning, and Expression (Cambridge, 1:ass., 1952),pp. 157-153. smith notes that authors give varying reasonsas to why Daniel broke the fashion of his age. The mainreasons are that he derived the method from the Countess ofPembroke, that he was less robust physically and emotionallythan a good Elizabethan, that Fulke Greville tricked him intoa hostile attitude toward poetry and made him loyal only tophilosophical and scientific knowledge, and that, in keeningwith his A 1,efence of 1:yne, he was against vanity and decora-tion in verse. ,!aso, there is some sound philosophic logic ina poet's decision to avoid ornament and turbulence, choosingquiet thought instead. Eliot, for instance, has moved inthis direction.
8Seronsy, SaFuel artiol, p. 29.
1:5
(nr: 1-vr the outer strecturin;-, devices that aids the unity
of the requence an.,' that ,aniel used wicly in his early
writin;, was the Petrarchan conceit, a device which he soon
save up for a purer, rore abstract iriy-ery. Thrall, Hibbard,
and HoLran describe the ?etrarchan conceit as a device widely
used by 1:lizabethan writers which rests upon elaborate and
cmparisons e::pressing in extravagant terms the
beauty, cruelty, and charm of the beloved and the sufferin:„
sorrow, and despair of the forlorn.
9
Johnson, in her study of
":)clia," divides the conceits used in the sequence into two
catec:ories--the plaintive heart cone(' s and the cruel fair
conc-Ats. The plaintive heart conceits center on the author,
t..-e Icy:I-. They entail the cffects of love on nir, on his
physLcaL and rental beings, his shill in verse, and his purpose
in writing. canwhile, the cruel fair conceits deal with Lelia
herself, descriptions of her appearance and of her personality,
corparisons based on her, and love ther,cs r'evelopee about
her.
10
 Nearly all the sonnets deal in one or both of these
conceits.
To discuss each of the Petrarchan concits used in ":-̀ clia"
is beyond the scope of this paper; however a samplinr; of the
more prevalent ones found in the sonnets will show how
LII ice F. Thrall, Add icon H!bbarr:, ant: C. Hugh Holran,
A Hantiboo': to Literature (flew Yor'c, 196(), p. 353.
,arcuc jolt::c, 'T:c 'cli-rdraC !ar“el: An 2.7.,rarli-
nation of ' rnr:. .,-..fencr of (unpublish
Ciar:ertation, Uni-,:rrt- of Ar ancas, lc65), o. 3.
11T?or an Q::t.nnivr ctuCy of the. USQ of concrfits in "*.elia'
SC( . . J ne nT r .
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extensively Daniel used this convention in his early work.
Daniel depends greatly on these conceits for an interdevelop-
ment of structure since he uses so little drama. One thing
should be noted before discussing the conceits in depth.
Though Daniel uses the conventional Petrarchan conceits, he
uses them in a more refined and more gentlemanly way than his
contemporaries. Lu Pearson in Elizabethan Love Conventions 
indicates that Daniel's use of the conceit is in a rather
Platonic spirit and that the way he uses conceits shows an
influence of Castiglione's Courtier, a kind of handbook for
gentlemen.
12
One of the most common Petrarchan conceits used in
"Delia" is a plaintive heart conceit that concerns the purpose
involved in writing the poems. As John has offered in his
comments on Elizabethan love conventions, the poet's primary
purpose is usually to celebrate the beauty of the lady;
however Daniel, by revealing the beauty and cruelty of his
Lady, is using the verse as a plea for favor or grace as
w011.
13
Sonnet II reveals the hope that, perhaps, his beauti-
ful, but disdainful lady will take pity on him:
Go wailing Verse, the Infants of my love,
Yinerva-lil.e, brought fourth without a mother:
Present the images of the cares I prove,
Witness your Fathers griefe exceedes all others.
Sigh out a Stone of her cruell deedes,
12
Lu Pearson, Elizabethan Love Conventions (New York,
1966), pp. 152-153.
13
Leslie C. John, The Elizabethan Sonnet  Sequences:
Studies in Conventional Conceits (New York, 1954), p;77-17/9-
17/707--(Her-Einafter Tia-errei to as Sonnet Sequences).
With interrupted accents of despaire:
A Nonumcnt that whosoever reedes,
Nay justly praise, and blare my lovelesse Faire
(11.1-8).
This last line also brings in a popular conceit in Daniel that
will be treated more fully, the eternizing effect of verse.
Though Daniel may write poetry to praise his lady's beauty, he
woule never, in keeping with Elizabethan convention and a
personal belief of his own, write verse as an attempt to gain
fame.
14
He wrote only to lighten his own heart and to cele-
brate his lady, as is noted in sonnet IV:
These lines I use, to unburthen mine own hart;
My love affects no fame, no steames of Art
(11.13-14).
Another reason which justifies the writing of the sequence is
the eternizing conceit; poetry has the power to immortalize
the beauty of the lady in verse. This idea of the immor-ality
of verse became an integral part of Daniel's poetic theory.
Though all things, especially physical beauty and material
objects, are transient, his poetry has the power to immortalize
her, as in sonnet XXXVIII:
Your firy hcate lets not her glory passe,
But (Phoenix-like) shall make her live anew
(11.13-14).
In sonnet XLV the immortality of life in verse is again illu-
strated:
That grace which doth more then in women thee,
Lives in my lines, and muzt eternall bee
(11.13-14).
14 
Johnson, "Well-Rimed Daniel," p. 7.
'. 1
Still another representation of it is in sonnet la:
These are the Arkes, t:-.e Trophies I erect,
That fortifie thy name against old age
(11.9-10).
Zany other sonnets in "Delia" continue the concept of t:. e power
of verse to give im7nortality.15
In keeping with te Elizabethan tradition of usin.z7 con-
ceits, some of Daniel's Plaintive heart conceits concern the
effects that 1:we has on the physical and mental aspects of
the lover. As John discusses, the conventional manifestation
of love was stressed in the medieval code of sleepless:-ess of
the lover, an Ovidian inheritance.16 One of the most beautiful
lyrics in Ellz—bethan poetry, Daniel's "Care-charmer Sleepe,
sonne of the sable nig-t" (Sonnet LIM is a serious redering
of this concept of the power of sleep. The poem ends with the
wish that he may not wake from his dream of happiness:
Still let me sleepe, imbracing clouds in vaine,
And never wake to feele the dayes disdaine
(11.13-14).
Sonnet XV states this conceit but leaves it undeveloped in "If
I have wept the day and sighed the night." The weeping noted
here is another characterstic convention. Often the sleep
conceit takes the form of a lament on the awakening to reality,
as in sonnet XVI:
Happy in sleep; wain, content to languish;
Embracinz clouds by night; in day time mourn
(11.1-2).
150ther sonnets whLc.1 clearly deal with this concept are
XVII, KM, XLIL, and XLI7.
16 •Jonn, So:-:net  pp. 91-92.
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Another effect which love has is tc force the lover to wIte
in despair and have moods of deep depression. Sonnet VII
depicts the lover with his senses oppressed, and Sonnets VII,
IX, XXIV, XXXII, XLIII and XLIV portray the lover as wasting
away in despair. Often the effect of love is to confuse the
lover, and sonnet IX reveals the lover having a confusion of
moods. In only exception is the lover a bold, courazeous
person and that is in sonnet XXXII, but even in that sonnet
there are notes of despair. All the other sonnets reveal the
lover as a rather melancholy person.
Other conventional conceits, cate{cr7c . ur.‘-r cruel
fair conceits, concern te dcscrintion of tic personality and
the appearance of the lady and the development of love themes
about her. The use of the disdainful, but beautiful, lady as
the subject of the sequence is the cost conventional idea in
the "Lelia" poems, for nearly all Elizabethan sonnet cycles had
the haughty lady love, in some aspect, as their subject. The
appearance of Daniel's lady is fairly conventional with Eliza-
bethan tastes. As Johnson has contributed in his work, "her
caprice enhances the power of love, she delays to yield (or
may never), she must be mercurial, haughty, disdainful and
proud." Yet she is chaste also. Her virtues are especially
embodied in her beauty--her lips are rosy, her throat is white,
her (usually) blond hair is curly ar:. her skin is narble
srooth.
17
Often the qualities and objects which maP up her
beauty form extravagant, yet convent icnal co:rparisrns. For
17JohnFfn, "Jr11-Ri!Ted 12anie1,“
instance scnnct XII compares Delia's eyes to stars:
Where blaze those lights fairest of earthly things,
Which cicere our clouded world with brightest flame
(11.3-4).
In scnnet XXXII he compares the lady to a star:
The Starre of my mish-p impos'd this paine
To spend the Aprill of my yeares in griefe
(11.1-2).
Sonnet XIX, like many others, compares her to a gem or valuable
ore, one of literature's oldest conventions in "Restore thy
tresses to the golden Ore." Yet another convention which is
used is the comparison of the lady to goddesses (particulars
or generalitiea) to point out her more than mortal fairness.
For instance in sonnet V, she is compared to Diana because of
her chastity:
All unawares, a Goddess chaste I finCe,
(Diana-iii:e) to worke my sudden chanee
(11.3-4).
And in sonnet X Delia is compared to a more general "Laughter
loving Goddess."
As Louis Salomon has noted in his The Devil Take Her: A
Study of the Rebellious Lover in En0.ish Poetry, the 1;:ore
concrete aspects of beauty are often treated in concerts in
which beauty and the ravages of time are combined.
18
As
previously mentioned, T)aniel, as well as many other Elizabethan
poets, used the theme of the evanescence of beauty as a spring-
board for his ideas On the eternalizing power of poetry. In
keeping with the time and beauty conceits, ?aniel describes t1.-_
18Louis Salcmon, The ()evil Take Her: A Stu' of the




beauty of Lelia's colc:en hair in sonnet XXXVIII, and yet he
warns later in that sonnet that this hair "shall chane to
silver wire." In sonnet XXXIX he compares her beauty to a
rose (an image frequently used by Italians in poetry but thought
by John to be of special significance in Daniel because of the
Romance of the Rose and the Wars of the Roses and their place
in the Middle Ages19) which blooTs in the summer, but again he
warns that:
Swift speedy Time, feathered with flying houres,
Dissolves the beauty cf the fairest brow
(11.11-12).
As Seronsy has noted, often the theme pf beauty, especially
the transience of it, is combined with the carne diem theme,
one of the most popular conventions of the Elizabethan Age.
20
It appears in sonnet XXXIX:
Then do not thou such treasure wast in vaine,
But love now whilst thou mayst be lov'd againe
(11.13-14).
Sonnet XL is built almost entirely on the carpe diem theme
as can be noted from ihese opening lines:
But love whilst thou mayst be lov'd againe,
Now whilst thy May hath fild thy lap with flowers,
Now whilst thou beauty beares without a staine;
Now use the Somrer smiles, ere Winter lowers
(11.1-4).
Note the repetition of the last line in sonnet XXXIX as the
first line in sonnet XL: this is another method by which
Daniel Leeps his sequence unified.
19John, Sonnet Secuences, p. 148.
20Seronsy, 7.1, D. 29.
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Lelia's personality is in keeping with the conventional
disdainful lady of the unrequiteC, love tradition. No where is
her personality more in evidence than in Daniel's use of the
heart conceit, for as Johnson has noted, Delia's hard heart is
a constant factor throughout the sequence.
21
 It is described
in sonnets XI and XXVI as being "flinty" and in sonnet XIII as
being as hard and cold as stone. Not only does her heart give
insight into her personality, but also the effect she has on
her lover's heart does so. His heart, or possibly his poetry,
is like a temple in sonnet XLVI (one of the earliest uses of
the recurring building image in s work) which she ruins
with her disdain, nevertheless it is still a place where "her
name was honcur'd still." Often her proud, lccl.s and cold words
torment him by breaking his heart.
The most prominent love theme in "i2elia," other than
those noted already in connection with other conceits, is the
there of fieeltiy. The sonneteer is always faithful in his
love for his lady even though she is capricious and disdainful.
This fidelity of the lover is illustrated in sonnet LVII:
For no ground else could make the musicke such,
Nor ether hand could give so true a touch
(11.13-14)?
Sonnets LVII and XL also reiterate this SC7C
22
21
Johnson, "Well-Rimed Daniel," 2. 3r,.
22Several additional conceits are present in the "Lelia"
poems; however they are not nearly as significant as structur-ing devices as those already discussed. For the sake of
completeness, however, some of the less significant conceits
may be specified: the mirror conceit (XX:IV), the militaryconceit (XIV), the legal conceits (XXVI, VIII), the separationor absrnce conceits (Y:LVII, XLVIII), and the storm conceits(XLII, VI, XWII1).
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Though "Lelia" lacks the dramatic progression of Sidney's
or Shakespeare's writing, it is a structurally unified sequence.
One of the main ways by which Daniel has achieved this non-
dramatic unity is manifested in his carrying certain ideas
throughout the entire sequence, like the ideas which relate
to the plaintive heart and cruel fair conceits. As Johnson
has pointed out in her study of the structure of "Delia," the
beauty of the lady, the hard heart or cruelty of the lady and
the transitoriness of beauty are the major binding themes in
the sequence. This structuring is aided by whole and part line
repetition and by the relationships between certain conceits
and the rhyming words. For instance the cruel fair conceits
are usually expressed by such rhyming words as "paine,"
"wane," "disdaine," "vaine" and "againe." Cenceits con-ernirc!
the purpose are often expressed by "name," "fame," "blare,"
"shame" and "same."
An identifying literary innovation which Daniel made in
the "Delia" sequence is what Seronsy calls a "submerged mytho-
logical allusion."
23
Douglas Bush in Yythology and the Renais-
sance Tradition has noted that the common Elizabethan attitude
toward mythology was "mainly ethical and humanistic," hut
-aniel's psychological treatment of it distinguishes him by his
subtlety and seriousness.
24
Sonnet V illustrates the psycho-
23
Seronsy, Srruel Daniel, p. 27. This term means Daniel
had the unusual habit of using a myth to suggest the psychologi-
cal feelings of the lover in the unfulfilled love relation-
ship.
24  Douglas Bush, 1:ytholory and the Renafrrance Traf',itfon
(New York, 163), p. 71.
the 1o.mr'sLo,- ical use of t:.c Dianc-;.cta' on '-,h, for 'n
"wani-c2r:nr-:s," CO7CS cc-r-c:c :icr:ains toiana.
see hi -in that 1ace," arIL: because of her scorn his sport
is changc to "a harts ,:ispaire." In this poem the Diana-
Actacon story interweaves with the personal experience of
unrequited love. Yording and ideas within the body cf the
poem also help to intcrloch the two stories. rany tires
Daniel is less specific in his use of myth and only implies
it, as in sonnet LIV:
still let me sleepe, imbracing cloudes in vaine,
Anti never wahe, to feel the days r".isCayne
(11.13-1L).
These lines refer tc the m:th of Ixion.
:any other sonnets in the seceLncz maLe sir:ilar specific
or iLicd references to mythcloa.
23
flees has suggested that
perhaps the reason -:anicl often does not ,cive the names in his
reference to myths is that without the names the metaphor is
gi-cn a wider ranr!c of association, thus ral:ing it particularly
evocative and nrcanigful.
26
::ore important than the immediate
concern for his uce of myth is the realization that this
concern for inwar( action is characteristic of his poetry in
general, for his concern is always less with outward event
than with characters.
";clia," probably his most enjoyable and
important poetic wtr. , has rany of the characteristics of his
-̀See sonnr_ts =ITT., :=VTII, c7nt7
26
:ltles,srurL ani.l, p. !:12.
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later verse. As carson , as shown, the "-elia" sequence is
full of L'iatonic spirit; there are no sharp cries of protest,
no appeals to the turbulent and passionate depths of the
heart; instead there is placidness and smoothness in his
sonnets.
27
In his thought the familiar and sweet graces of
human relationships are displayed. Though he uses conventional
literary conceits, he uses them in a more gentlemanly way,
and his concern for chastity and morality, which will become
more profound in later works, tends to reinforce this atmo-
sphere. Though Daniel deals in subjects and imagery which
were common to all Eli7abethan writers, he employs a rather
different way, toning down the imagery and treating the sub-
ject somewhat more detachedly. Lever has commented that
2aniel showed the latent potentialities in the Elizabethan
sonnet form by being more concerned with detached observation
than ideal concepts.23
Whether one agrees or disagrees with Daniel's treatment
of the subject in the sequence, the cycle is no less enjoyable
to read. Often the sonnets are criticized because of their
noticeable lack of color and passion; however Lewis, in his
comments on "Delia," points out the true merit of the
sequence:
It offers no ieas, no psychology, and of course
no story. It is simply a rasterpiccc of phrasing
and melody....Those who think it commonplace
should listen to it. In him as in Sha':espeare,
the most ordinary statement turns liquid and
27 carcon, Eliraban Love Conventions, pp. 155-156.
L,?ver, The 21i7abet1inn Love :onnet (i.enr:on, 1966),
p•
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delicious.... In abstract prose he would be cormen-
place, in poetry he is not. In that medium all
the Petrarchan gestures become compulsive invita-
tions to enormous sorrows and delights. That he
borrowed from 11,esportes matters not, for his
triv:ai chanzes often alter the lighting of tkc
whole pisce.49
Daniel, taking Spen-,ar's advice to attempt "Tragick
plaints and passionate mischance," next wrote, and attached
"30 a
to "Delia," a poem called "The Complaint of Rosamond,'
poetic type inherited from the OviCian tradition and based on
the old 2.arror for raistrates. "Rosamond," which uses the
then new technique of having a woman's ghost make the appeal
fpr sympathy, is written in the royal troilus stanza of seven
lines each. Daniel sets his story in the first sixty-three
lines. Rosamond has been seduced by a lustful king, she has
been remorseful and has died, and now her ghost has returned
to claim our sympathy. In using the ghost complaint Daniel
fuses many traditional literary conventions and makes many
slight, but very significant innovations.
The old complaint, which had dealt with the fall of
nobles, had constantly behind it the moral imperatives of
shunning arbition, high place and the vagaries of fortune in
the world. As Smith points out, Daniel, however, by using
the ghost of a woman, sub3t1tuted gentleness, sweetness and




9G.S. Lewis, English  Literature in the SixteenthCentury - :xcLudin11- brama (Oxford, 1944), pp. 491-492.
3.-3hcrGinafter referred to as "Rosamond."
31Smith Elizabethaq Poetry, p. 116.
14
by :oronsy, 7.ani;-21's esc of th..7i5u5od or-an thf. 7irst
cc71)ination of nonaissance erotic noxrativc am: te
oval c07-.plaint.
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Important, also, is the character of
2.osamond; she is :Lot the traditional faithless or "bad" woman;
she is more appealing than this.
Another noteworthy idea lies in the opening stanzas of
"Rosamond." Earlier complaints had dealt with probability and
imagination; whereas in "Rosamond," as Seronsy notices, all
pretenses are dropped and the poet is placed, along with the
reader, imaginatively in the same world as the character.
33
The ghost rent ions the "el La" poe7s, :elia herself, ;,er
hardness and even sore of the themes in 'el La," thus tying
the complaint and 4c...el sequence together, a fashion followed
by nearly every co—plaint writer after the publication of
"Rosamone"" and ral- ;_ng the poem more believable.
Though women had been used as the subjects of complaint
poems 3rior to "Rosamond," Tianiel was the first to inaufurate
the downfall of a Tc:.an, not because cf her "badness," but
because of her nature, youth and beauty. Rosamond is described
by ani,.1 as a young woman who has learned of her beauty "That
it had the powre to ma: e the winters green" (1.109). The
character of Rosamond which Paniel tries to establish is that
of an innocent and beautiful young girl who is C.cceivre.;
however as :cronsy rrphasi;:c.s, 'le is net co7pletelv succ-rrfel
for the conflict in "Tiosartm:" at laLt
32.;oron:, y, u, 1 . an Col , r,
33Ibi(•. 1 7̀.• •
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fear of the world's falce opinion if she rciects the !:in;1,,.
And yet he continues, she is not merely a victim of fickle
fortune, but a person who has becn wronged and asi:s for some
vindication at the hands of posterity.
34
This tast: falls to
the poet; thus Daniel is not wholly setting up exa7ples of
wickedness; he is also striving to present a partial vindica-
tion of the complaint and to enlist the reader's sympathy.
After Rosamond has caught the lustful eye of the king,
Daniel maLes some innovations on older literary conventions
to aid him in the unfolding of his tale. An old matron is
substitut(-d for the traditional messenger who brings the
stories of his raster's love to the girl.
35
 The old matron woos
the young girl with the deceptive, but traditional, "carpe
diem" ideas:
Thou must not thinhe thy flowre can alwayesLi. ourish,
And that thy beauty will be still admired
(11. 246-247).
She later reminds Rosamond that:
Our frailties doome is written in the flowers,Which flourish now, and fade ere many bowers
(11. 251-252).
Not only is this use of the carpe diem theme conventional, it
also serves to tie, by theme similarities, the complaint and
the sonnet sequence together. This innovation also allows
him to go into one of his popular moral dchates on chastity.
34
 Cecil .;eronsy, "-,laniel's 'Complaint of Rosamond':Origins and Influence:; of An Elizabethan Poem," Loch HavenAulletin, No. 2 (1562), 42. (Hereinafter referred to as"Influences of An L.1j7obrthan
35,
_cronr:y, I anc1, p. 36.
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One of the r.or:t scussed conventions :n "r:onamon" ir-
te ca-ct which the kinf7-, sends to her. rre:raved on the cas-
ket are scenes portraying the sufferings of amorous Neptune
and Jove. 4,s Seronsy has indicated, the casket, which fore-
shadows death, makes the tragedy mere subtle for external
fate and internal urge seem to interlock, forming one source.
Thus it appears that Daniel is pointing out that the fc:11 is
from without but that it only happens after subscription of
our responsible selves.
37
Rosamond sees the sin she is
35
advancing into, but she lacks the power to prevent it.
The use of the sclitary grange as a place of asir-nation
and seduction prior to her seclusion in the labyrinth, which
only the king can get into by following a thread, is another
innovation in Daniel's work. After the seduction, the queen
visiting and forcing Rosamond to take poison are also innova-
tions. Seronsy believes that Daniel is probably the first
to assign the poisoning to a queen.
38
Some of the best verse in "Rosamond" finds its culmina-
tion when Rosamond, on her death, warns other women to:
Fusten thereupon occasions fit,
Lest this, or that, or like disgrace as mine,
Doe over-take your youth or ruine it,
And cloude with infamie your beauties shine:
Seeing how many seeke to undermine
The treasurie that's unpossest of any:




Cecil Sercnsy, "Thc octrine of Cyclical -..ecurrenee anC
Some Related Ideas in the liorks of Samuel Daniel," Studics in
LIV (July, 1957), 3c)5.
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oeronsy, "Inf.luences of An 'Elizabethan Poem," p. 42.
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Smith finds this not only to be a warning but also to be the
theme of the poem.
40
Some critics also see these lines as an
assertion of Daniel's intent to establish the powers of
beauty and dignity in the world over the powers of baseness and
barbarism.
Characteristic of Daniel's work is the use of unanswer-
able questions to evoke a sympathetic or philosophical mood.
There are several of these in "Rosamond." For instance Rosa-
mond before she dies asks (1.721) "0 What are we, if we be not
lovid?" And the king as he finds Rosamond dead laments (1.854)
"For (oh) what an he doe that cannot die?"
Daniel maintains unity in his poem by beginning and
enuing on the sane note. As pointed out Rosamond gets the
poet's initial attention by making some comments on the "Delia"
poems. She then goes into her own story which the poet is
putting into verse. As the poem and the tale end and Rosamond
prepares to depart she returns to Delia:
Tell Delia, now her sigh may doe me good,
And will her note the frailtie of our blood
(11.899-900).
Daniel reveals some new powers in Rosamond as well as
innovations. As William Farnham has noted in The fledieval 
Heritage of Elizabethan Trac-edv, Rosamond shr,ws that Daniel
had the power to perceive the progress which imperfect humanity
can make toward catastrophe.
41
It also displays a certain
delicacy and ease of touch, for Daniel Lifts the story to a
40sm it.n Elizabethan Poetry, pp. 107-108.
41 
Farn:la771, The re(!ical Ecritne of Elizabethan
Trr:cd_y (New York, l956),—pp. 720-321.
placr ;_ch is not senti-cntal but is highly syr-nathctic.
Serom:y praises his ability to fuse history, myth and crotonal
expression and to subordinate all these in the hauntinr_; beauty
42
of its central character.
"Rosamond," however, is not without fault. As pointed
out, Daniel does not completely vindicate Rosamond, for in
final analysis she causes her own downfall. Li'.euise there is
fault in some of the moralizing in the poor. 3aniel, as is
characteristic of his, has high praise for the virtues of human
dignity, sometimes too high. For Bush finds his moralizing
often too hiay: arp: c,ut of thc Ovidian vein: -he L5anic17
trC some of the treasury of roral wisdom, yet he left Ovid,
the archet:re of the loose and ir:.mcral poet."
li3
Shortly after the Countess of Pcmbrohc published her
closet drama Antonie, Ianici, possibly on her request, began
won: on Cleopatra (1594), a Senccan drama which was to be a
companion piece to the Countess's play. Since there is little
dramatic roverent in the play, in the Senecan tradition it was
probably written for study not the stage.
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Though this form
of drama never became too popular, :eniel achieved some things
in Clconatra worthy of merit. The main there of the drama is
the character of Clec,:atra herself; the play attempts to illumi-
natc the character in ter' s of her human qualities and in terms
of her Lbligat;.cn'z as a ruler. aocs believes that hanfel in
L2,
-o aint of Rcsamonc," p• 56.
1-!3„
• the 1-1cnaisrance  76.
p. 34.
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Cleopatra evolves a closely intkr:TPtec: acticn out of his
material and that he proalced a study of character rLrarkable
for its sympathy and insight.
45
 Daniel adds human touches to
Cleopatra to make her sympathetic: these touches make it
difficult to see her as sinful as the chorus denounces in the
same play.
Cleopatra dramatizes the story of the fall of Egypt to
Rome under Caesar. Nost of the action in the play, which is
often obliterated by long-winded speeches, concerns the short
period of time just prior to Caesar's arrival and the decisions
which face Cleopatra prior to this ultimate fall.
46
Daniel makes the character of Cleopatra more human in
several ways. In the first act, during Cleopatra's long
opening speech, Daniel shows ore of the basic conflict - in
her character--she is a queen and yet she is a woman. Knowing
her coming fate, Cleopatra, in her soliloquy, reveals the
influence of the pomp and glory of the court on her:
Is it I would have my frailety so belide,
That flattery could persuade I was not I?
Well, now I see, they but delcde that praise us,
Greatness is rrocl..t, prosperity betrays us.
And we are but our selves, although this cloudOf interposed smoake make us seeme more
(I. 1.35-40).47
Another side of Cleopatra's character is shown when she decides
whether she must be a person or the soul of Egypt. Knowing it
45 
Rees, Sarrucl Daniel, p. 55.
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is ,.er responsibility, she resolves to be Queen and suffer ,er
fate:
And I must be a Queene, forget a mother
Though motLer would I be, were I not I;
And Queen would not be nol..! could I brother
However Cleopatra does not give up her motherly instincts so
easily, for as Rodon relates in the fourth act, Cleopatra
returns to her motherhood as she prepared to send away Cacsaric,
her son, so he ray escape Caesar:
Take him Rodon, goe my sonne, farewell.
But stay, there's something else that I would say:
Yet nothing now. But God speed thee well,
Yet saying more, that more may make thee stay,
Yet let me speake: It may be tis the last
That ever I shall speake to thee my sonne.
Doe Ilothers use to part in such post hast?
:rhat, must I end when I have scarce begunne?
Ah no (deare heart) tis no such slender twine
Wherewith the knot is tied twixt thee and mee;
That blood within thy veins came out of mine,
Parting from thee, I part from part of me:
And therefore I must speaLe., Yet what? 0 sonne
(IV. i.,952-964).49
This reluctance on the part of Cleopatra is especially effective
in maktng her more human by showing her motherly instincts.
Daniel shows crisis from many angles by having the
characters show their views of the tragic events and by having
the chorus mate comments on them. For instance, as Rees has
shown, the true purpose of the third act, a scene between
Philostratus and Arius, is not simply to comment on Cleopatra's








to r cocnts, especially in areas of 7:crality,
characteristic of all of Daniel's verse. :cronsy has added
that this scene is one of the fullest accounts of Daniel's
dor.:inating idea of the cycle of recurrencr,.
51
This is
eviCent fror 2.rius's speech on the nature of the downfall of
. Vnt
J and Cleopatra:
For this Cecrec a law frcr high is given,
ancient Canon, of ctcrnall Cate,
In Censistory of the starres of heaven,
L'ntred the Boot:e of unavoiCed Fate;
That no state can in height of hapiness,In th' e-:altation of t,-.clr -lory
Dut thi.thcr once arrive, less-
Thins thc=c1vcs, or fall by others hand.
Thus both the cver-chan--,in-r course of tLings
:lunn- a perpetuall circle, e'er
that same Ca y that hirst glory brin:,
us unto the point cirobac;-returning
_rcr, view the perctual cycle of rise anC fall is subject
to decree_ from on high, anC it allows no exceptions or devia-
tions. Daniel's acceptance of this is evidence of his Stoicisr.
As :crcnry has notci:, the downward fall, in i-eeping with the
2latonic ryth, is caused by sensuality and the flaw ra;:es its
appearance at the height of felicity. The flay, which appears
fror the unhnown, is not attributable to the hierher powers but
to ourselves anr: society. This fate ant'. character, as !rt
-7.osa7on-f," arc nearly one, anC :anici's vf_cw is near t'lat of
17 ..atorkic 77hecl of -_::,- stence in atters of history
c








The trazedy here, however, secrs to be more
than individual less; it seems more like a historic loss.
Another idea which Daniel reveals in Cleopatra is the
notion that old quarrels are transmitted to future generations
unless completely solved in the present. This is emphasized
in the fourth act when Rodon, in telling of Cleopatra's fare-
well to her son, mentions that she has told Caesario of her
hope that he my return to Egypt and rid it of Romans.
An additional idea which Daniel develcps in IV concerns
the theme of repentance after tragedy. This act, which could
have been more dramatic. Daniel tones down and dignifies through
the stoic action of Rodon. RoCon in his regret after having
given Caesario tc Caesar, thus causing both sides to distrust
him, laments that:
To it for this th' ambitious Fathers sweet,
To purchase blood and death for their and theirs?
Is this the issue that their glories get,
To leave a sure destruction to their heires?
0 hew much better had it beene for me,
From how descent, deriv'd of humble birth,
T' have eat the sweet-sowre bread of povertie,
And Crun;. of Nylus streames j.11 Nylus earth
(IV.ii.1003-1010)?'4
Latcr, however, he concludes that, although he would like to
repent of thc deed, the damage is done, and he, rather
Stoically, must accept the consequences:
We feele the smart, what ever they deserve,
And we induce the present time condition
(IV.ii.1049-1050).55
"Seronsy, "The Theory of Cyclical Recurrence," p. 393.
5/ icor2Lete cr's, III, p. 68.
55Tbid., p. 6c.
C7or-,atra labors at ti!-os, :-rt at other
:t 1 iht, connial anC :"arLer: b: long
oassa:cs arr. sirple lines, 7-Lich of the verse, though not
immortal, is mer -orable. The smoothness of the verse allows
a sensi.tive. reflective atmosphere.
Daniel uses the choruses to mal-2 moral comments as well
as appro::i7ate statements to the Egyptians. Each of the
choruses, which appear at the end of each act, is so finely
worhed that its form and diction often make a particular
impression or rocC. For instance, as Rees has cited, the
second chorus has an abundance of monosyllables, mahing it
appear cliP?ed which is in hecpin with its subject matter of
the frustration an!. misery of the discontenteC minC. AnC the
third chorus which c.uestions destiny and ends with thc idea
that man will prosper but will be punished has a wide vocabu-
lary and a fuller, more lyrical tone.
56
Cleopatra shows Daniel ma:.ing some new developments in
his literary conventions. He maintains, however, many of the
traditional Senecan elements, including the conventional five-
act division, the use of the chorus to mal-e didactic comrents
and the presentation of 7uch of the action by long narrative
reports reciter'. b mrLsscngers. His innovations arP in the
rcCuction of the arount of violence, which was nrgliblP to
beg in with, th presentation of man:- more reflect ions on 7fp,
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:aniel's ability to develop character and to interweave his
own philosophy and ideas into his worl.
The Trac-cdv of Philotas is another Senecan closet drama
which Daniel claims he conceived in 1595 but published in
1605. Philotas is concerned with an honorable and faithful,
but ambitious soldier who is falsely accused of treason by
Chalisthenes and is eventually, after an arduous trial and
painful torture, put to death by Alexander the Great. The
significance of the date of the play is important because of
its alleged similarities to the Essex case. It is known that
Daniel was summoned before the Privy Council on the suspicion
of the play referring to the conspiracy and trial of Essex;
however the council apparently exonerated him. Modern scholars
have not been so lenient, for much scholarship has been
devoted to the question of the relation between the play and
the
and
Essex case; however it is a question which has nct
probably will not ever be, answered sufficiently.
been,
G.A.
Will:es in "Daniel's 'Philotas' and the Essex Case: A
Reconsideration" claims that "The parallels claimed between
the trial of Philotas and that of Essex, though analyzed
minutely, str'ilee one as family resemblances and yield no single
piece of evidence that is conclusive."57 Disagreeing with
Wines is Brent jtirlin7, whose article "Daniel's Philotas
and the Essex Case," finds Janiel guilty of connection to
Essex in the play on the grounds of the historical matter
57G.A. "Daniel's 'Philotas' and the Esse!: Case:A ReconsiCeration," l'ndern Lanc:uaze cuarterl, (arch,1962), 23,4. (HereinafITi. re-feri-co- to as ".1)aniel's
_anicl's afffliation with man' :sscx ac]hcrents, thc
tire when the play was published and 7faniel's habit of cover-
ing up and repudiatin the chorus which is sympathetic to
Philotas.
53
Laurence Lichel in his edition of The Trayedy of
Philotas by Samuel Janiel tries to show how some of the des-
crepancies of the play can be explained in light of the Essex
affair. As he says, "The net result of the influence of the
Essex affair.., is to make Daniel's Philotas more confusing in
its appeal than it originally was--an,! thereby poorer as a
work of art.
59
In form and idea there are many similarities between
Philotas and Cleopatra. As Felix SchellinE- in Elizabethan
Drama has commented, both plays are marked by unity, tragic
decorum, adequacy and at tines eloquency of oiction and occa-
sional poetic flight.
60
There is an increase in importance
and space devoted to abstract moral and political commentary
and reflection. In fact, as Lichel has shown, nearly all of
the fifth act, which has the longest chorus of the play, deals
academically with questions of government theory and practice.
The hypocrisy of cloaking political expediency with shows of
form is especially emphasized in:
For most h'offends who by the law offends.
What need hath Alexander so to strive
58
Brent Airling, "Daniel's 'Philotas and the Essex
Case," Lodern Laiwuage Quarterly, III (1942), 539-504.
59T
he TraLerly of Philotas_lly Samuel Daniel, ed. by
Laurence Lichet (New Haven, 17:497-, p. 66.
6 - .°I.clixl,chellinc-„aizobrAhanana,1558-1642 (2 vols.
Yoew 06), 1.1, •
-12).: all these shewec of forme, to find this man
Guilty of treason, when he dcth ccntrive
To have him so adjugd'e? 2o what he can,
He must not be acquit, though he be clearc,
Th' offender, not th' offence, is punisht hiere.And what availes the fore-condemn'd to speake?
How ever strong his cause, his state is wcake.
Graecie.n. Ah, but it satisfies the world, and weThinks that well dome which done by law we see
(V.i.1781-1798). 61
Other ideas treated include the question of whether rulers
should attend trials personally which, in turn, leads to a
denunciation of monarchs who set themselves up too high and of
imperialism and unnecessary concst.
The curious attitude of the chorus is one of the most
interesting aspects of Philotas. Throughout the play the
chorus carries compassion for great men's misfortunes and
thus with consideration of their causes, for it frames its
imagination by that square and then censures what is done.
Thus the play ends on a double note:
The wrath of Kings doth seldome measure keepe,Seeking to cure bad parts they lance too deepe:".;hen punishment like lightning should appeareTo few mens eurt, but unto all mens fcare.Great elephants and lions murder least,
Th'ignoble beast is the most cruel beast.But all is well, if by the mighty fallOf this great man, the King be safely freed:But if this Hydra of ambition shall
Have other heads to spring up in his steed,Then bath he made but way for them to rise,Who will assault him with fresh treacheries.The which may teach us to observe this straine,To admire high hill, but live within the plaine
(V.ii.2120-2133 ).62
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Ccr2plete  III, p. 166.
(7'21.1jid., p. 173.
Thou:h Daniel rt thcse 7:1 a,7s aLen- the traCitcrs of
Senecan closet Cra;-a. their reception was -,enerally wca .
rerars, aniel's return to Senecan drama ha6 little
effect on the s.eneral progress of drama.
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:orc of Daniel's finest philosophical poetry is in the
epistles. As Shae,:forr: has noted in her investiation, Daniel
chose the Horatian cDistle as his form; however where the
Horatian epistle in Elizabethan poetry had been an inforral,
conversational poc- with autebiographical and local allusions,
Daniel's eoistles are distinctly formal andobjective.
6/:
Li: e -ost of his other the e.pistles arc vety reserver.. .
Though there is little per-sena: life in the poems, the
epistles, as Carson has cited, s-rvc a.; a near perfect
expression of Stoicis,- as it was combined in the Elizabethan
Age with Christian teachinc.
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One of Daniel's earliest epistles "Letter from Octavia"
is written in eight line stanzas and has as its subject
Octavia's attcrpt to persuade :.arc Anton,' to return fron
En-pt to her. Shacl-forr: expresses the belief that Daniel's
6eLication of the DOC:- to the Countess of Curberlam: is his
expression of syroaty to her, for the CounteF.s was troubled
her own husbanC'- infiCelit-7.
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vividly expresses another fundarental point in Daniel—his
concern for the fe-inine point of view. hc not only reproaches
Antony in scathing, spirited terms, he also denounces the
inequalities of law and social life that are imposed on women:
Unequall portage to b'allow'd no share
Of poure to doe of lifcs best benefit:
But stand, as if we interdicted were
Of virtue, action, liberty, and might:
?,_ust you have all, and not vouchsafe to spare
Our weaknessc any int'rest of delight?
Is there no portion left for us at all,
But sufferance, sorrow, ignorance and thrall
(XV. 1.1-8)?67
Possibly Daniel's finest expression and combination of
his belief jr nobility with the use of the building irage is
in "To the Lady nargaret, Countess of Cumberland." The rain
theme of the epistle is that the beauty of the virtuous life
and mind will endure and triumph over material power. ruch
of the success of the poem lies in the appropriateness of
the imagery and in the consistency with which it is used.
The poem begins "Ke that of such a height bath built his mind,"
and Daniel continues the building metaphor throughout the poem,
developing the ideas of solidity, security, and dignity against
external chaos. Shackford notes that Daniel's personal feelings
are kept out of the poem; the entire poem is a record of her
intense inward life, her spiriturll and mental growth and
attainment.
68
The tone of the poem is one of serious thought,
therefore the absence of ornamentation, conventionality and
extravagance increases the effect of a deep imaginative power.
"Comnlete .lorks, I, p. 126.
6 Shac:.fer-', "5;er-uel "rpietlee,'" p. le5.
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hac for call.' _ ' ( cr.:7, of en -instinctively 2toical
terper."
'To Lacy :"nr:7aret" is actuall: CiviCcd into two section--
The first ;art of the poe- s concerned with a description of
how she built her rind to such a heiL•ht that:
.s.s neither feare nor hope can :;hale the frame
Of hi n resolved powris, nor all the wind
Of vanitic or nalice pierce to wrrn;'.
:lin settee: peace, or to disturb the faro,
:Ilat a faire seatc hath he, from whence he nay
The boundless wastes and w41.Ces of ran survay
(11.2-c)."
The secon ortion cf the poem is an analysis of hew LaCy
achieved her character. rri • : she Cid by the illurina-
ticn of her rind, by her pcwers of observation and reditaticn
anc b- her self-knowledge. These c.ualities arid the awarenesf.
of then are shown in these lines:
the heart of 7an is set to be
The center of this wor1C, about the which
These revolutions of disturbances
Still roulc; where all th' aspects of riscrie
Pre%o mate; whose stron:.; :ffccts are such
.Ashe rust beare, bcinz nowerlesse to redresse;
2.no that unless above hirselfc he can
:rcchine-lfe, how co a thin: is -an
(11.S2-103)."-
78niel ends the DOLM with a tribute to the hi:h entecn
'a which the lady in held. He never r.a.!-cs her rore than huran,
but he always -itrecnen rualitics of huran In return-
ing to the buildinr r er "_ ! at the nd of t! 7c-171, Daniel net
only unifies thc, per, but also returns to the concept of





Janie1 wrot: othr enistle-, anC nf_arly all crc
in 1J- Ppin,:, with this sarc iCea. He continually praic,s th ,
positive and r_nduring huran virtues of learning, dignity,
chastity and nobility. His epi-tle "To ir Thomas --gerton"
concerns justice and equity. His epistle "To Lady Lucie"
praises her -:lory and honor, but is ultimately interested in
the course of her learning.
Daniel's expressed interest in the power of the mind is
the subject of one of his most characteristic poems "rusophilus
or A 2efence of Learnin-.9 The poem, which rah. a use of the
ir:a:e, as a place of ordered hnowledge, is a poetic
debate between l'usophilus, a man of thought, and Philocosmus,
a I- an of action. 1:usophilus defends the things of the min::
against l'hilocosrus's tatcrialisr and narrow utilitarianism.
The argument, as Rees notes, ranges from an exposure of the
shallow foundations of worldly grandeur (11.105-32) to a plea
for the preservation of a spirit of revcrenca.
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Daniel, in
support of this last idea, does not rule out all experimenta-
tion, but he fears that too much innovation and reforraticn
will too often pull down needed good with the bad and leave
netnr• sacreC even in religion. His conservatism, which
r:c=tis a7,7)crs to hloc:1 ::nowleL;c, is esncially evident in
h;.s fear of the arrrant scientific spirit which causes rcn:
to hcre





ist ia ith Cisputes that used to be don be,
rorE "en strive to tall-,then to adore
(11.728-730).7'
Rayronu Hireiick, in "'A Fig for flomus' and Daniel's 'nusophi-
lus,'" argues that Daniel does not attempt to block 1 nowledge
as it seers, but instead he would argue that the compatability
of learning and action is provided only when action is guided
by knowledge and restraint.74 This idea is illustrated by
these lines:
For, should not grave and learn'd Experience
That lookes with th'eyes of all the world beside,
And with all ages holdes intelligence,
Coe safer then Deceit without a guide
(11.915-91.8).75
Contained in "Yusophilus" are some interesting ideas as
to how man should learn. Daniel cites Stonehenge as a raterial
object turned to mockery by time. Daniel believes that the
mockeries which time makes of monLE-ents such as Stonehenge
should teach man the value of restraint. The poet, so he
argues in 7:usophilus, does not make a materialistic fool of
himself, for he is able to learn from the past, and as an
example of his ability to Co this, he leaves, eternally, a
picture of his soul to posterity in poetry, part of a (Treat
record of human experience preserved alive.
Daniel's love of learning and poetry forced him to write
his brashest and what Johnson calls the second most important
730 1 4 ,..crroLeccworks, I, p. 248.
7/ iRarmond Eitrclick, " A Fig for romus' and Daniel's
'rusophilus,'" Iodern Lanuacl,e. cuarterlz, XVIII (September,17), 249.
5k_,n—nlrste 7c.,r1:s T., p.
s I
treatise in Renaissance crftical thought, a prose wor.
entitlet7 A Afence of Ryre. Daniel wrote his treatise in
answer to Thomas Campion's Observation in the Art of English
Poesie, an essay which had reopened the case for quantitative
verse in English some time after Spenser and Sidney had
d iscussetl and e:.:per in-!ented w ith it. Some of the ma in ideas
which recur in Daniel's poetry are found in the essay.
Daniel refutes Campion's argument for quantitative verse
on three main points: rhyme is generally sanctioned by
antiquity and the universal gifts of nature ; rhyme is the
nature of the English language; and rhyme offers limits and
order to poetry which it needs. To defend his first point,
Daniel argues that "the universallitie argues the gencrall
power of it" and that "it sweeps aside the tyrannical P.ules
of idle Ithetorique.." As Lewis points out, he then questions
the whole positicn that his contemporaries assume about the
Middle Ages (an age in which he has unusual interest), for
he is aware of the relativity of history.
76
He knows,
Thompson reiterates, that this culture and age, as all cultures
and ages, has worth and should not imitate old ideas, but
should learn from them in order to better the present ones.
77
The second idea is one which is often found in 7;aniel's work
and which he defends on several points Daniel genuinely
bel icves Lhat English is well-suited to verse and that it must
76
Lewis Literature, p. 1!35.- -
77G.A. Thonson, Elirabethan Criticism of 2oetry_(Menasha, Wis., 1±)16), p. fha-t—t-77.-s 1dort, thoughperhap!: a little bvir r, is in !A,eping with his theory of1.newledge expre:.r“,: in "Musephilus."
be tht ianuage of tIr ::..1i7abethan's literature. Alst, as
Johnson hat noted, 2aniel believes it is the crotion and
feeling which makes a poem great not the rhythm or the word
used.
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To defend his final point, Daniel, who above all
believes in order in all things, says that rhyme puts ideas
into an order and makes the poem more memorable. In addition
to adding order, Daniel believes that rhyme eliminates many
bad writers and that it aids the process of time in eliminating
bad writers who manage rhyme poorly.
Whcn King James came to the throne in 1603, Daniel wrotr
a long poem entitled "A Panec:yrie Congratulatorie to King
James" welcoming the king with praise and mixing in some
seasonable advice. The advice is offered with the assurance
that the king will do the right thing; he will be above cor-
ruption, bribery and other evils. Apparently James enjoyed
the poem and Daniel, for gradually Daniel became rather popu-
lar at court. luring this time, Daniel, much to the disdatn
of Ben Jenson, was asked to write some court masques, light
pastoral dramas in which Daniel, as Enid Welsford in The Court 
Masque comments, emphasized, as did most Elizabethans, love
and the good life as themes and decor and spectacle as content.
In all Daniel wrote four pastcrals--The Vision of Twelve
Goddesss (1604), an elaborate and costly spectacle of little
aesthetic inportance; The Queen's Arcadia (1605), a tragicomedy
73 
Johnson, "ell-Rir.ed :aniel," p. 99.
79:nid Uclsford, The Court Yancue C7ew York, 1c(2), p•
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;
which i]raratizes tik. complication of the conventional love
chain; Tethv's Festival (1610), a rather incoherent play with
some beautiful poetry but which emphasizes Inigo Jones's
scenes over plot; and Hymen's Triumph (1615), which shall be
treated here.
Hyren's Triumph, though fairly original, is a pure
Arcadian pastoral; it is devoid of satire, simple in plot,
and constructed more for the feel of dramatic interest. The
story is the conventional webb of difficulties which hamper
the reuniting of lovers. While a conventional plot, Daniel,
as 7rank Ristine asserts in English Tragicomedy: Its Origin
and History, arises to a real tragic climax which is capable
of arousing pity and terror before the happy chanre.
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Greg has fcund that Daniel's masques are in ;:ee, ng
with his regular mode; he has taste, sweetness and sore feel-
ing, but deficient in passion, in power of conception and
strength of execution.
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Coleridge found Hymen's Triumph to
exhibit "a continual series of first rate beauties in thought,
passion and imagery...."
82
His verse is smooth, courtly,
scholarly and gentlemanly, and it is often delicate as in his
description of the early love between Thirsis and Silvanus.
On the other hand, his situations are poor, and in kecpinr with
80Frant Ristine, English Traficomcdy: Its Origin andHistory (New York, 1963), p. 106.
81
Ualter W. Greg, Pastoral  Poetry and Pastoral 1. roma(New Ycrk, p. 261.
-Coleridge on the Seventeenth Century, ed. by Kobert
-r-uT 
r
'rin' lry .e n vcrsi y, p. ,t/.
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qualtier, he tenr's to exaggerate whelere, cnoss.
His style, as Cr< corerents, is often stilted, monotonous and
heavy. :.11 in all he is probably exaggerated as a pastoral
writer, for he was rarely authentic in his masques, and it is
dubious as to hew serious he treated them as an artist.
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Samples of nearly every facet of Daniel's philosophical
thought and his literary conventions can be found in his long
historic epic "The Civil Wars," which he was in the process of
writing from his earliest literary adventurer. In "The Civil
Wars" Daniel is more concerned with the historic process of
cause and effect than with heroic exploit. As Tillyard offers,
Daniel shows the temper of the time and where the true epic
subject lay, for he celebrates the internal peace and security
from cutside foes achieved by the Tudors—especially 1"_izabeth.
He tells us that he intends to omit the present excellent
chance of fulfilling the prime epic function (according to
Renaissance theory) of instructing through the example of
heroic deeds. Instead of dealing with action, Daniel deals
with the causes of activities in history, and then he analyzes
them for their effects on his day. Often then he moralizes on
the lessons he learns.
Daniel's history is rather truthful, for as Lewis points
out, he added little to the facts except speeches. Daniel
skips over legends and tries to show things happening in an
orderly fashion, usually year by year or reign by rein.
Dani.cl's unit of hirtoric theueht is most often the reign.
Pcc.tr'r an( 7astor;11 .ra -a, p. 21.
cu L' _rit.1:rh 7 o.
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Thc c;, racters in Ianiel's "The Civl ars" are all
great -)eeple, this is not a common man's history. As Blisset
has cite:], 1,aniel treats only important events with no
nostalgic use of local cr historic color.
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He avoids the
mention of objects or manners that rirht become antiquated.
He treats mainly national and dynastic subjects, not particu-
larly military ones.
The title of "The Civil '-!ars" is misleading. Though the
first five books of this eight book epic contain some of
_aniel's most vivid and most effective imagery, most of the
poems lack color; they are concerned with moral questioning
and historical irony. Blisset has commented that Daniel
observes history frcm the point of view of a patriotic sub-
;ect, alert to the ethical significance of the past and mind-
ful of the blessing of his age in comparison to the age the
poem relates.
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'—eniel shows real and interesting thought development
in The Civil ;:ars." Always seeking order and right, he has
interesting reflection on them:
Order, 1-.ow much pret:oninant art thou:That if but cnely thou pretcnCee art;l'eu come, mcrtality doth bow
MC follow thine, as still the better part!Tis theught, that reverent Forme will net allowIniquitie, or sacred right pervert.
Within our ccules, since then thou Cwell'st so strong;How ill do tIlev, that use thee, to Co wrong
(ii.96):37
Blisset, "San.uel Daniel's Sense ef the Past,"lish Stur2ies, XXXViII (1957), 53.
S5 ..
lb:., p. S.
Cc pl -etc Yrr17s, ii,•-)
. idra in . anicl is his solemn political philosophy--
that of the visitinF, of a crime on future generations but
with the Lope of ultimate expiation. Tillyard notes that the
cycle from Richard II to Henry VII is an example of that
cycle.
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Daniel sounds academic and explicit in his explica-
tions of ideas such as these because he supplements his poetry
by history. If a crime goes unexpiated, the offense leads to
crimes which are vastly greater. Daniel announces this
principle as a prelude to Henry IV's reign:
Now, Henrie, thou hast added to thy sinne
Of usurpation, and intruding force,
A greater crime; ;shich mal.es that gone before
T' appeare more then it did, and noted more
(iv.1)."
An important concept presented in "The Civil Wars" is Daniel's
view of the riddle Ages. Daniel did not readily fall under
the spell of the chivalric figures of the riddle Ages, for he
does not relish old things, as did Spenser and Camden, or
their picture of humanity. Daniel views the Middle Ages with
historic interest and appreciation. During the riddle Ages,
Daniel noted, as Tillyard points out, that the countries of
Europe were small, but each had a potential Pandora's box in
the invention of printing and artillery. From the upsets in
power that these inventions caused, raniel places the !ar of
the Roses, the main subject of "The Civil Wars," into a larger
00 .context." Seeing this larger scope, Daniel can also see the
basis for other si;:teent;: century problems.
SS, 11.11yard, The 2ncfli!;h Enic and its BocLrounds
(New York, P.;66), p. 326. hereLnafter relerre.; to ns The
"Ent,1111.
So
"CPmracte Wcrl.s, T1, p. 135.
90Tillvnre, The English Epfc, 331-332.
=ro tLe lzIrgcr context of history tl.zit .aniel cmpre-
1.cns, he can sec in action his cycle of recurrence. Tillyard
expresses the concept in the terrs of "God's processes" and
the "1- prccesses." In "God's processes" one must look at
a broad view of history, for it concerns the potential for
good that God gives man in any age. All ages have this
potential for good in Daniel's view. The processes of the
mind concern the action and direction which man will take;
though :aniel does not rention it specifically, he implies
that man has to change; he has to act. How man acts, whether
his processes lead him to trouble or to high placcJ, eepcnes
on his view of history. Thus if man understands history and
learns from it, he can rove to a better position; this is the
reason, Tillyard believes, i'aniel spends so much time on
motives and so little time on action.
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"The Civilears" is a well ordered, unified poem built
around the r of Roses, the trouble preceding it, its cul-
minating horror and its end. Daniel combines a philosophy of
history and solemn concern for motive to give the poem an epic
tone. The sententiousness of the ottava rima verse is a part
of the epic form. The verse is often simple, rarely metaphori-
cal, except for a few similies and a few images in the early
books, often dull but rarely without diEnity. As Blissct says,
Laniel in his -The Civil Wars" "has a sense of the past, its
opportunities on: )itfalls, the lessons for the present, nn-:
'31 nr. 32S-334.
t4
c2its place in the continuity if histcry."- usual, Daniel
cannct pass up the opportunity to show the reader the lessons
and pitfalls.
)
131 ist- c t L] 's Sense of the Prrt," n. SO.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Though critics, scholars, and readers have tended to
push Daniel's won: into obscurity since the Elizabethan Age,
there appears, at present, to be enough interest in Daniel
and his writing to establish him in his rightful position in
literary history. No longer can Daniel's verse be set aside
untreated because it is too prosaic, too bland, or too
imitative, for, as this study has shown, his literary quali-
ties raise him above these generalizations and merit him
some serious attention.
The contributions which Daniel made to English litera-
ture in both range and originality are large. He is among
the first to establish the vogue of the sonnet in England,
the moral verse-epistle, the English historical verse-epic,
the French-Senecan drama, the Italian pastoral drama, and the
masque. His innovations in the old "mirror" poem gave it new
life. His use of moral character description in the "Funeral
Poem" is a unique development, for it gives an epic tone to
an elegiac poem. His critical masterpiece A Defence of Ryme 
combines a significant document on Renaissance critical thought
with a lasting siatement on the value of poetry.
Being an Elizabethan, Daniel did not always need to make




a vast nu!--ber cf traCitional devices. However, ran' of
his ecnz:cmooraries, Daniel never became hamstrung by them.
He used the traditional con.,cntions, but he nearly always
used t.em in a new way, as a means to a greater end.
Probably the most unicue quality which Daniel's litera-
ture contains is the pure way he uses the language. In an
—ch normally glows from the colorful and ornate litera-
ture of its authors, displays his art in an indecorous,
prose-like quality which makes his verse rather modern.
Absent are colorful and exaggerated images and the unusual and
often archaic vocabulary which is characteristic of so much
Elizabethan poetry. Rather Daniel is a poet who is conserva-
tive, philosophical, and reflective by nature and who matches
what he_ has to say with how he desires to say it.
Daniel's thought and art are always consistent. Two
inter-related ideas dominate Daniel's work. He is continually
aware of the relativity of time as manifested in the doctrine
of recurrence; therefore he adheres to the Renaissance convic-
tion that Pan's moral being and his intellectual being are
superior to the mundane things of the world and to time itself.
cuiet and conservative by nature Daniel believes that man's
excellence iscnduring and is not determined by time and chance.
C.S. Lewis sees Daniel as "in the nineteenth century sense of
the word, a poet of ideas"; he "actually thinks in verse:
thini.s deeply, arduously; he can doubt and wrestle.. .he is
the most interesting man of letters of his century.
IC.S. Lewis, Enciirh Literature in the Sixteenth Century
n-arl (Oxford, L-:.04), "n.





•anicl 's tone is rorc pathetic than draratic or passion-
ate. 1:2 lc quiet an unoLtrusivc., an likewise his poetry is
effective in a ouict, sobering way. Daniel is not anC should
not be considcreC with the greatest of 2nglish poets; how-
ever he merits the hic;hest ranL in that lower echelon of the
second order of English poets. 1-is verse, which is too
seldom heard, is kind and unobtrusive, not only to the car
but also to the understanding.
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